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Introduction
Workpart 3 follows the experiments on humans in Workparts 1 and 2 and aims at de�n-ing a generalized architecture for multimodal data acquisition and representation. Thiswill lead to a common integrated software library which will be employed in the twodemonstrator scenarios in Workpart 4. In chapter 1 the common software infrastructurefor development is described. Partly, we could make use of existing systems (e.g., X11),but by necessity, also a number of speci�c MIAMI solutions had to be developed. As al-ready partly covered in our Report on Workpart 2 [15], the basic software architecturein MIAMI revolves around an (1) event-driven setup, handled by the script language andtoolkit Tcl/Tk, which also handles (2) the case of 2-D widgets in the user interface, (3)OpenGL for 3-D graphics, and (4) PVM for inter-process control.At the next, higher, software level, described in chapter 2 and chapter 3, a modular archi-tecture is introduced. This modular concept, which has been developed through intensecooperation between partners in MIAMI has thoroughly rede�ned the implementation as-pects of the originally envisaged work tasks. The goal of the setup is to make availablein the consortium a number of 'Lego'-brick components with an integrated multimodalfunctionality which provides much more than, e. g., a module at the device driver level,but which are at the same time generic enough to �t in a number of di�erent applicationmain programs. As such, these modules will prove to be useful in both the Analogical andthe Symbolical demonstrator.A basic building block, for example, is the realisedMeta-Device Driver (MDD). This driverallows to connect a wide number of human-movement transducers, such as the mouse, thepen, force joysticks and other relatively low-bandwidth transducers to an application.Another example is a 2-D gesture recognizer (GESTE) which may receive planar positioncoordinates from MDD, in order to classify isolated movement patterns and map themto a single symbol or action. A third typical building block is ICP-FACE-ANIM, whichallows for the visualisation of a talking face, based on at-text input. Furthermore, thisreport contains chapters on navigation (chapter 5) and on the ultimate demonstrators(chapter 7).
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Chapter 1
Development Toolsfor Multimodal Systems
At the lowest software infrastructure level, a number of choices had to be made, andspeci�c MIAMI solutions had to be developed. The goal of these activities, broadly en-compassing Worktasks 3.1, but also WT. 4.1.1 and WT. 4.2.1, was to ensure a compatibleplatform amongst the partners for experimentation with multimodality.1.1 Basic ToolsHere, the basic tools which are used for most software developments within MIAMI willbe described very briey. We start with the introduction of the basic window system(1.1.1) before describing Tcl/Tk (1.1.2), a toolkit for programming 2D graphics and userinterfaces. For realizing 3D graphics, more specialized libraries which have become a kindof standard within the last years have been selected (1.1.3 and 1.1.4). Finally, in order torealize distributed systems and to provide a basic communication mechanism, we decidedto use the socket-based PVM protocol (1.1.5).1.1.1 X|the basic window systemThe X Window System, also called X or X11, is a network-oriented, hardware-independentwindow system for workstations. Its main feature is its distributed client-server architec-ture which is based on a protocol between the workstation and the application.The server distributes user input to and accepts output requests from various client pro-grams through a variety of di�erent interprocess communication channels. Although the
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2 Miami Esprit bra 8579most common case is for the client programs to be running on the same machine as theserver, clients can be run transparently from other machines (including machines with dif-ferent architectures and operating systems) as well. X supports overlapping hierarchicalsubwindows and text and graphics operations, on both monochrome and color displays.In the X Window System Protocol (or X protocol), four di�erent data formats are de�ned:Requests are sent from the client to the server, which will return a reply, if necessary. Inaddition, the server sends events to the client, usually representing user interactions.Finally, the server signals errors if they occur.The interface between the X protocol and any application using X is provided by the Xlib.In this C library, all functions needed to create and manipulate windows, process events,etc. are de�ned. X itself does not provide a widget set (see 1.1.2), but only supports basicmechanisms to display windows.Windows are the only visual output medium for the clients. In principle, a window is arectangular region of the screen, used to display text or graphics. Windows may over-lap, include another, etc. They are managed by the server and are stored in a tree-likestructure.From the client's point of view, the events generated by the server are the primary sourceof input. All user interactions are modeled as events: keystrokes, mouse movements, but-ton presses, etc. Overall, there exist 33 events, but the following are especially interestingwith respect to the detection of action patterns: MotionNotify (cursor movement), Enter-Notify (cursor has entered a window), LeaveNotify (cursor has left a window), ButtonPress(mouse button has been pressed), and ButtonRelease (mouse button has been released).1.1.2 Tcl/Tk|the GUI toolkitTcl and Tk are two software packages which provide a programming system for developingand using graphical user interface (GUI) applications [20]. Tcl (tool command language) isa simple scripting language for controlling and extending applications. It provides genericprogramming facilities and is embeddable. The Tcl interpreter is a library of C procedureswhich can easily be extended and included in application programs.The most popular extension of Tcl is Tk, a toolkit for the X Window System. It provides awidget set for building user interfaces written in Tcl, and is also a library of C procedureswith the same advantages as Tcl. Tk's widget set is directly based on the Xlib. Bothlanguages can be easily used in combination with other programming languages like Cor Lisp, and they are available on almost any hardware platform and operating systemwhich supports X.
DI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 3Tk provides 15 di�erent classes of widgets like toplevels, frames, buttons, menus, etc.In this context, the event binding mechanism is of special interest1. Besides the defaultbindings provided by Tk, the application can install event bindings which can be anykind of Tcl script (i. e., any kind of program!). Even more important, this can be donein 'foreign' Tcl/Tk applications as well, because Tk provides the command 'send' for\invoking arbitrary Tcl scripts in any other Tk application on the display; these commandscan both retrieve information and also take actions that modify the state of the targetapplication."1.1.3 OpenGL|low-level 3D graphicsThe OpenGL graphics system is a software interface to graphics hardware designed bySilicon Graphic Inc., to allow interactive programs to be created to produce color imagesof moving three-dimensional objects [18].OpenGL is designed as a streamlined, hardware-independent interface to be implementedon many di�erent hardware platforms. To achieve these qualities, no commands for per-forming windowing tasks or obtaining user input are included in OpenGL; so a speciallibrary, depending on the windowing system of the hardware used, has to be added toOpenGL package. Today, OpenGL is available on SGI under IRIX 5.3 , SUN under Solaris,PC under Win95 or Windows NT.OpenGL is designed to work e�ciently even if the computer that displays the graphicscreated isn't the computer that runs the graphics program. This might be the case in anetworked computer environment where many computers are connected to one anotherby wires capable of carrying digital data. In this situation, the computer on which theprogram runs and issues OpenGL drawing commands is called the client, and the computerthat receives those commands and performs the drawing is called the server. The formatfor transmitting OpenGL commands (called the protocol) from the client to the serveris always the same, so OpenGL programs can work across a network even if the clientand server are di�erent kinds of computers. If an OpenGL program isn't running across anetwork, then there's only one computer, and it is both the client and the server (compareto 1.1.1).OpenGL doesn't provide high-level commands for describing models of three-dimensionalobjects. With OpenGL, a desired model must be built up from a small set of geometricprimitive: points, lines, and polygons. A sophisticated library that provides these featurescould certainly be built on top of OpenGL, in fact, that's what OpenInventor is.1The events known to Tcl/Tk are very similar to those supported by the Xlib, see 1.1.1.
DI 3 - Progress Report



4 Miami Esprit bra 8579The major graphics operations performed by OpenGL and necessary to render an imageon the screen are the following:1. Construct shapes from geometric primitives, thereby creating mathematical descrip-tions of objects. (OpenGL considers points, lines, polygons, images, and bitmaps tobe primitives.)2. Arrange the objects in three-dimensional space and select the desired vantage pointfor viewing the composed scene.3. Calculate the color of all the objects. The color might be explicitly assigned by theapplication, determined from speci�ed lighting conditions, or obtained by pasting atexture onto the objects.4. Convert the mathematical description of objects and their associated color informa-tion to pixels on the screen. This process is called rasterization.All these stages will be detailed later in chapter 4 (Representation of Object Space) aftera general introduction to Computer Graphics.1.1.4 OpenInventor|a 3D graphics libraryOpenInventor is an object-oriented toolkit based on OpenGL that provides objects andmethods for creating interactive three-dimensional graphics applications. Available fromSilicon Graphics and written in C++, OpenInventor provides pre-built objects and abuilt-in event model for user interaction, high-level application components for creatingand editing three-dimensional scenes, and the ability to print objects and exchange datain other graphics formats [29, 30, 31].OpenInventor is a set of building blocks that allows to write programs that take advantageof powerful graphics hardware features with minimal programming e�ort. The toolkitprovides a library of objects that can be used, modi�ed, and extended to meet new needs.Inventor objects include database primitives, including shape, property, group, and engineobjects; interactive manipulators, such as the handle box and trackball; and components,such as the material editor, directional light editor, and examiner viewer.The Inventor toolkit is|like OpenGL|independent of the underlying window system. Soa component library is helpful for using Inventor with speci�c window systems.Inventor focuses on creating 3D objects. All information about these objects (their shape,size, coloring, surface texture, location in 3D space) is stored in a scene database. This
DI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 5information can be used in a variety of ways. The most common one is to display, orrender, an image of the 3D objects on the screen.Because the Inventor database holds information about the objects as they exist in theirown 3D "world," not just as a 2D array of pixels drawn on the screen, other operations inaddition to rendering can be performed on the objects. The objects in the scene can bepicked, highlighted, and manipulated as discrete entities. Bounding-box calculations canbe performed on them. They can be printed, searched for, read from a �le, and writtento a �le. Each of these built-in operations opens up a exible and powerful arena for theapplication programmer. In addition, this programming model is intuitive because it isbased on the physical and mechanical world we live in.The node is the basic building block used to create three-dimensional scene databases inInventor. Each node holds a piece of information, such as a surface material, shape de-scription, geometric transformation, light, or camera. All 3D shapes, attributes, cameras,and light sources present in a scene are represented as nodes.After having constructed a scene graph, a number of operations or actions can be appliedto it, including rendering, picking, searching, computing a bounding box, and writing toa �le. A scene graph can also be read from a �le which is very useful for using the same3D scene in di�erent programsA detailed description of how to build a 3D scene with OpenInventor will be given inchapter 4 (Representation of Object Space) after a general introduction to ComputerGraphics.1.1.5 PVM|exchanging data via socketsPVM (parallel virtual machine) is a software system that enables a collection of heteroge-neous computers to be used as a coherent and exible concurrent computational resource.Although primarily designed to support easy and exible interprocess communicationvia sockets in distributed environments, PVM is a software package which supports thedesign of applications realized as independent modules running as single processes. Inthis case, PVM provides all procedures needed to exchange any kind of data betweenthese processes, distributed or not [8]. Therefore, it is also the ideal tool for implementingmultimodal and multi-agent systems.Various processes might be organized 'stand-alone' or in groups in the virtual machine.Upon startup, each process is given a unique task identi�er (TID) which is used in allfollowing communications to address the process. Data can be sent in various formats(ranging from single bytes to complex strings) either to a single process, to all processes
DI 3 - Progress Report



6 Miami Esprit bra 8579in a speci�c group, or|via broadcast|to all processes in the virtual machine.1.2 Tools Developed within MIAMIThe basic tools described in the previous section provide a very good basis for softwaredevelopment. However, they do not ful�ll all the requirements of a multimodal systemand do not support all of the functionality needed. Therefore, we have developed somegeneral software packages (which are not meant to be exclusively used in MIAMI) insteadof implementing specialized solutions by each partner.1.2.1 TkPVM|combining Tcl/Tk and PVMIn order to link di�erent modules which may be written in di�erent languages (Tcl/Tk/C)and using di�erent libraries (PVM, MDD, OpenGL) it was necessary to start with a newapproach. Each of the modules has its own special functionality which must be used byother modules:� Tcl - Simple scripting language for applications� Tk - 2D graphics library� PVM - Socket library� MDD - I/O library� AAS - audio library� OpenGL - 3D graphics library� : : : (other components, see the next chapters)A solution to this diversity problem is the use of parallel processes and a communicationscheme. We have chosen to use PVM for this concept. If PVM is going to be the gluewhich links everything together, all modules in MIAMI must have a PVM interface. ForC-based modules, the PVM functions can be called directly. But because Tcl and Tk areinterpreted, functions must be written to allow two-way communication. Therefore, thefollowing conclusions have been drawn. (a) Applications written in Tcl/Tk must be ableto perform PVM-functions. Examples of such functions are:� spawning of other processesDI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 7� writing to other processes� getting information about other processes(b) If another process sends information to a Tcl/Tk application, this application shouldbe triggered to do some action. This required some modi�cations to the Tcl event-loop. Indiscussion and cooperation with John Ousterhout (the writer of Tcl/Tk) the latest release(Tcl7.5b3) now contains these modi�cations. So, the latest version of Tkpvm (1.0b3)doesn't require a special MIAMI version of the Tcl interpreter any more. In fact, MIAMI-originating ideas are embedded in the o�cial release.The most important functions now available in Tkpvm are:bind prepare the event-loop in such a way that the next time data is received, an actionis performed. This is the most important feature, because it allows multiple inputsources to be handled 'simultaneously'.tasks ask information about other taskssend send data to other tasksrecv receive data from other tasksspawn start a new taskkill kill a taskAll these functions have an equivalent in C. For example the bind command can be usedfrom C with the following two functions:Tkpvm_CreateEventHandler() register an event-handler to the Tclevent-loop that is called as soon as aspecified PVM package arrivesTkpvm_DeleteEventHandler() remove the event-handler from the Tclevent-loop.A WWW home page for Tkpvm has been set up, which always contains the latest infor-mation: http://www.nici.kun.nl/tkpvm/The Tkpvm package is made available to the public domain in the Internet ParallelComputing Archive which is located in the U.K. and has mirror-sites in Australia, Franceand Japan. This is a direct product of the MIAMI project, which is already in active usein many institutes (100 Tkpvm ftp �le accesses per day on the NICI ftp server alone).DI 3 - Progress Report



8 Miami Esprit bra 85791.2.2 Other extensions to Tcl/TkBecause Tcl/Tk was originally not designed to work with other input devices, some moreMIAMI-based modi�cations were needed. These can be categorized into installation fea-tures and Tcl internals.Installation of Tcl/TkIf multiple processes are executing on the same machine, each of them requires a certainamount of memory. If the number of processes increases, this may slow down the machineconsiderably. Therefore a lot of nowaday machines support the use of shared libraries.Tcl/Tk originally didn't support it, so we made the necessary adaptations for that. Thelatest release (Tcl7.5b3/Tk4.1b3, which is released March 9 1996) includes this support,which is mainly adapted from the work done for MIAMI.Tcl event loopFor Tkpvm, a Tcl event loop extension was needed which was not originally supported.The event-loop should handle PVM events in the same way as it would handle X-events.The latest releases of Tcl/Tk include enough support for this, so the adaptations thatwere made originally are now no longer needed.Speedup and additional featuresWhen Tk is used to draw on the screen, it is very slow in some situations. The reasonis that after every mouse-move, Tk keeps track of which items are covered by the mousepointer. Therefore all items are given an extra option "-state", which has 3 possible values:� normal� disabled� hiddenIn the disabled state screen objects are displayed but cannot be clicked on. This makesthe screen update much faster, specially if the display contains many lines with manycoordinates.For synchronization between the Screen and Audio (for example) the delay used in Tk isdisastrous. Normally the screen is only updated when there is some idle time, but there is
DI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 9no way telling when that will happen. Therefore the "-updatecommand" option is addedwhich reports back when the actual screen update takes place.Tk doesn't supply any form of dashed lines. The only way to do that is to let eachsegment be a separate line. But that costs very much computing power, while the X11-server already has support for that directly. Therefore the "-dash" option is added to allscreen objects.The only way to change lines is to replace all coordinates with a complete new set ofcoordinates. But for creating pen drawings, often you only have to add a few extra pointsto the end of the line. Therefore additional commands have been added to do that. Thisalso has the e�ect that not the complete line has to be updated on the screen, just thepart that changed.A full description of these additional features can be found at:http://www.nici.kun.nl/~nijtmans/tcl/patch.htmlSince the �rst version of these additions was made public, some other people have con-tributed more code to it. This patch has become rather popular now, so it is likely thatit will become part of the standard Tk distribution one day.
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Chapter 2
Signals & Samplingof Natural Modalities
This chapter deals with characteristics of the signals and sampling process of naturalmodalities and is broadly based on the plans of Worktask 3.1. As described in Chapter 3,we can make a distinction between:� Input Signals,� Parameters In,� Parameters Out,� Output Signals.However, a distinction can be made between two types of input streams to a module inMIAMI: (a) an input in the form of a channel carrying a signal from a 'natural modality'(audio, movement, force, video) as captured from the physical world by a transducer,and (b) input in the form of (coded) signals or parameters, coming from �le or from othermodules.In this chapter we will direct our attention at the characteristics of the signals and thetypical sampling processes of the natural modalities for modules receiving their input fromtransducers. We will start with the modality of handwriting and pen movement input asrecorded by a 2D transducer such as a tablet or digitizer. This modality is also used tointroduce a number of concepts on sampling in applications in general. The same order ofsampling aspects will be assessed for a number of other input modalities apart from penmovement.
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12 Miami Esprit bra 8579
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Figure 2.1: A modular multimodal architecture. Modules have Input and Output Signals,and Input/Output Parameters. Examples of Signal In, Parameter Out are the featureextractors for speech or handwriting. An example of Parameter In, Signal Out is theparametrized face. Furthermore we can make a distinction between modules connectedto input transducers (a), modules connected to other modules only (b), and modulesconnected to output e�ectors (c).
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 132.1 Handwriting and Pen Movement2.1.1 Transducer characteristics & sampling requirementsRegardless of the technology of pen-tip position sensing used, a number of requirementsfor position sensing in pen computing can be de�ned. The current quality of digitizers issu�cient for di�erent handwriting applications, such as drawing, writing, signature veri-�cation and normal point and click actions. Problems of noise and of positional error dueto pen-tilt are present but reduced to acceptable levels. It is at the output side (graphicalinking on CRT and LCD) where current technology has its limitations. Table 2.1 showsthe typical characteristics of pen-tip position sensor devices.Parameter Min. Max. Typical UnitsSampling rate 50 200 (good) 100 HzResolution 0.02 (good) 0.1 0.02 mmAccuracy | | 0.1 mmTable 2.1: Characteristics of pen-tip position sensor devicesFigure 2.2 shows a typical power spectral density function for pen-tip movements in hand-writing, averaged over 32 writers, 210 words per writer. The word XY pen-tip displacementtime functions were circularized with a cosine transition function and padded with zerosuntil 512 samples (i. e., about 5s of writing time), and an FFT was calculated for thatword. The average PSDF over words was calculated by accumulating jFFT j2. The spec-trum shows that from the Nyquist sampling theorem point of view, a sampling frequencyof 20 samples/second would be su�cient for reconstruction of the signal. However, it ismuch cheaper to use higher sampling rates than to reconstruct the trajectory and displayit in real time. A sampling frequency of 100 samples/second yields about 10 points perstroke in normal handwriting. Five points per stroke is the (barely) acceptable minimum,for users of pen computers.There are di�erent types of sampling requirements, each with a typical demand on thesystem resources. There may be input modalities which require continuous sampling for aprolonged period, or modalities in which the sampling occurs in bursts. Given the currentstate of technology, which is based on graphical user interfaces (GUIs) which handle eventsat moderate rates (< 100 events/s), it is clear that for high-bandwidth modalities, theratio of (Number of samples)/(Number of events) will be much larger than one.In pen interfaces, we can make a distinction between a number of di�erent input types,each with a typical time span, as summarized in table 2.2 below:DI 3 - Progress Report



14 Miami Esprit bra 8579
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Figure 2.2: The typical power spectral density of pen-tip movement in handwritingSampling Burst Interaction categoryDuration [s]< 1 gestures and handprint characters< 10 (cursive) words, signatures> 10 phrases, drag/drop interactionContinuous pen-up movement controls a cursorTable 2.2: Di�erent sampling-burst durations in the use of the pen as an input deviceunder di�erent application conditions2.1.2 Sampling priorityExplanation: There is a di�erence between high-�delity modalities and modalities withmore lenient requirements. For some modalities, the loss of a single sample is fatal, e. g.because it is a nuisance for the user (as in audio) or because it deteriorates patternrecognition functions (as in speech or handwriting recognition). In other modalities, it isoften assumed su�cient that the system follows the input approximately, such as in fastmouse movements.In pen input, we can make a distinction between those user activities which are the sameas in the case of the mouse, i. e., pointing, clicking, and drag/drop operations, and penmovements which represent the exact shape of drawings or handwritten characters.As a rule, it can be stated that when the pen is 'down', or on the writing surface, thepriority of the position samples is high and no sample may be lost (Table 2.3). This
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 15ensures that the handwriting and drawing shapes are recorded faithfully. On the otherhand, if the pen is in the air, the priority of the position samples is lower and an occasionaldrop-out will go unnoticed. As an example, in the Microsoft Windows for Pen Computingenvironment, the pen replaces the mouse in the usual 'mouse-type' actions which are sentto the MS Windows event queue. However, if the pen goes 'down' in a �eld in a dialog boxwhere text is written, the system goes into a tight loop, processing the XY coordinatesimmediately and presenting them as ink on screen without returning to the main eventloop after each sample. Similarly, in some pen-based Personal Digital Assistants, the XY-transducer driver immediately displays the ink in a separate bit plane of the graphicsdevice, and bu�ers the coordinates for processing by the application in the event loop ata lower rate. Input category Prioritypen-down movement (ink) no sample loss allowedpen-up movement medium priorityTable 2.3: Di�erent sampling priorities in pen interfacing2.1.3 Sampling modesThere are a number of di�erent sampling modes available in current digitizers. The im-portance of these modes became apparent during the last decade, such that there is aconvergence between di�erent brands of digitizers as regards the de�nition of each mode.The following modes are typically available:Continuous sampling (equidistant in time) This mode has two variants:� : : : during both pen-up and pen-down� : : : during pen-down only, with separator records between pen-down streamsTracking (equidistant in space) Samples are generated when a threshold distancehas been traveled with respect to the previous sample. Also called 'mouse mode'.Pointing Samples are generated when the user taps with the pen on the surface. No livecursor control can be implemented, but for some applications this is not necessary:The user already sees the position pen tip on the surface of a writing pad.In the latter two modes, time stamps become important for synchronisation and recon-struction of the time axis. This may be necessary in digital �ltering, assuming normaltime functions. DI 3 - Progress Report



16 Miami Esprit bra 85792.1.4 Inherent feedbackExplanation: Some input modalities inherently require continuous feedback. Examplesare force feedback joysticks, but also handwriting on 'Electronic Paper' where the CPUmust perform the computations necessary for the inking process. This is opposed to inputmodalities which have a separate and autonomous sampling process. A given applicationmay require the generation of direct feedback during sampling, but in such a case, thefeedback cannot be considered as 'inherently required' by the given input modality.2.1.5 ChannelsTable 2.4 gives an overview of signals which may be recorded with currently availabledigitizers. Not all commercial systems will provide these given signals.x; y position (velocity, acceleration, : : : )p pen force (\pressure")binary pen-up/pen-down switchanalog axial force transducerz height�x; �y anglesSwitching by thresholding of pen force p (above)or with additional button(s) on the penTable 2.4: Parameters controlled by a pen
2.1.6 SynchronizationWhat are the provisions that can be taken to make sure that this modality is in synchronywith another relevant modality? In pen computing, the typical solution is to add timestamps to individual samples or to pen-down and pen-up events.2.1.7 Data formatsCommercial digitizers are provided with a number of data formats, varying from legibleASCII to binary formats. A number of companies has succeeded in creating de facto formatstandards (Summagraphics, Wacom-II). As a general rule, the legible ASCII format is notDI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 17suitable for the required sampling rates. A single coordinate can be represented by a 16 bitnumber, requiring 5 ASCII characters apart from a separator. There is X, Y, and a switchand/or button signal, requiring 13 or more bytes per sample in legible ASCII. A binarysignal can be contained within 7/8 bytes. Usually, the most signi�cant bit of the �rst byteis set to one, whereas it is zero for the later bytes (see Table 2.5. This allows for an easysynchronization of the data stream. However, it also means that X, Y, switch, pressureand angle coordinates must be extracted from the byte stream by binary shift operationsand bit masking. bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0byte1 1 ? ? ? ? Sx X15 X142 0 X13 X12 X11 X10 X9 X8 X73 0 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 X04 0 0 0 0 0 Sy Y15 Y145 0 Y13 Y12 Y11 Y10 Y9 Y8 Y76 0 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 Y07 0 Z6 Z5 Z4 Z3 Z2 Z1 Z0Table 2.5: Example of bit assignment in the bytes received over the serial line from atypical digitizer: Wacom-II format, with pen pressure mode. Note the synchronization bit(MSB) in byte 1, and the sign bits Sx and Sy. To make things complicated, Z is in two'scomplement.
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18 Miami Esprit bra 8579Examples of simple application �le formats are given in Table 2.6. More complex �leformats for scienti�c use (UNIPEN [10]) and for practical applications (Jot [27]) exist.a) X Y P21 324 143 454 154 546 165 432 087 202 070 180 090 250 198 277 1
b) X Y T [ms]21 324 340243 454 341554 546 3419-1 -1 -187 202 380370 180 387090 250 387598 277 3890Table 2.6: Simple examples of a piece of recorded pen movements. Note the presence ofa pen-up stream in the middle of the sequence. a) Continuous time-equidistant samplingat 100 Hz, b) 'Mouse-mode' or tracking mode, pen-down streams only, separated by apen-up separator record of (-1, -1, -1). In b), samples are necessarily timestamped.2.1.8 Software requirementsA serial line driver which handles the initialization, the start of sampling, the stop ofsampling, the alignment of the input byte stream and conversion to integer values perchannel. Mouse drivers will not su�ce mostly, because of their low temporal and spatialresolution. It is essential to know that the users want an immediate inking response.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 192.2 Audio2.2.1 Transducer characteristics & sampling requirementsParameter Min. Max. Typical UnitsSampling rate 8 48 (good) 22.05/32 kHzResolution 8 16 (good) 16 bitAccuracy | | 2�Nbits bitTable 2.7: Characteristics of audio sampling devicesSampling Burst Interaction categoryDuration [s]< 1 isolated voice commands� 10 connected-speech sentencesContinuous (video)phone, music recordingTable 2.8: Di�erent sampling-burst durations in the use of audio input under di�erentapplication conditions2.2.2 Sampling priorityThe human ear is particularly sensitive to transient disturbances of the audio signal.Pulses and steps in the audio signal must be avoided always. Thus, the audio signal hasa very high priority, both in input (A/D) and in output (D/A). In fact, for a number ofapplications it may be useful to consider the speech sampling clock as the master clockfor other sampling processes. It would be unwieldy to use the high sampling rate itself,but audio frames of 10 ms can be synchronized nicely with human movement signals suchas from the mouse, joystick or pen.2.2.3 Sampling modes(single mode)2.2.4 Inherent feedbackSometimes, a recording monitor speaker is needed, but the necessary 'computation' foraudio feedback does not have to be part of the application and does not necessarily involvethe CPU. DI 3 - Progress Report



20 Miami Esprit bra 85792.2.5 ChannelsMono or Stereo. Examples: 1{2 channels on SUN, 2{4 channels on Indigo/Indy.2.2.6 SynchronizationQuestion: What are the provisions that can be taken to make sure that this modality isin synchrony with another relevant modality? On SUN, interrupts are generated at eachpoint in time when a bu�er is �lled. This yields approximately 8000 samples resolution. OnSGI Indigo/Indy the number of sampling frame can be used yielding time in nanosecondsresolution.2.2.7 Data formatsRaw sampled audio data are usually 8 to 24 bit integer data (PCM 2's-complement) or32 oat oat (range -1 : : : 1). Stereo data are usually stored as a sequence of left/right pairsof samples. This data can be transmitted or stored either in this raw format or transformedto formats, which need less bandwidth. Typical data formats use in speech coding are the�-law coding and A-law coding. These formats reduce the amount of data by applyinga logarithmic function to the amplitude in order to compress the dynamic range of thedata. On SUN and SGI hardware the conversion to this formats is supported by the audiohardware. MPEG coding of audio data makes use of psychoacoustical masking e�ects andtransmits only the audible parts of the signal. Operations like �ltering or mixing onlywork on raw audio data.2.2.8 Software requirementsFor the recording and playing of raw audio data only a simple driver for the AD/DAhardware is required. Simple audio compression algorithms are implemented on mostarchitectures either in hardware or software. More complex coding schemes like MPEGrequire additional software modules.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 212.3 Single-point Movement and Force ControlIf from the user's point of view a single end e�ector is used, like the human hand holdinga single controlling device, this is a case of single-point control. The �rst extension to thiswould be bimanual control, as an example. However, the case of single point control appliesto many computer applications, more speci�cally in the control of cursor movement onthe screen. Because it is highly undesirable that end applications need to know aboutall the details of all possible single-point manipulanda (mouse, joystick etc.), a genericsoftware input device is introduced which handles a single time stream of signals: TheMeta Device Driver (MDD).TheMDD is a C-library created by UKA which provides uni�ed access to several hardwareinput devices, some of which also have the capability to generate haptic (feedback) output.The following description is related to the common denominator of these input devices.A more detailed description will be presented in section 6.1.2.3.1 Transducer characteristics & sampling requirementsParameter Min. Max. Typical UnitsSampling rate | 100 20 HzResolution * * 1 1Accuracy * * 1 1Table 2.9: Characteristics of the output of the Meta Device DriverIn contrast to other modalities/devices, the resolution and the accuracy are not eas-ily speci�ed because the MDD covers several di�erent devices with completely di�erentcharacteristics for input and output. E. g., the values sent by the device (input) vary sig-ni�cantly in their characteristics with respect to the number of dimensions, the range, andthe way the input data is generated. The same is true for those devices which can generatehaptic output. Therefore|and because the MDD is open to new devices which can not becovered here|we decided not to include the characteristics of each single device in thissection.For most type of input devices, it is typical that the user has continuous control, andcontinuous sampling must take place. However, the sampling is not of very high priority,and the occasional loss of a sample will mostly go unnoticed by the user.
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22 Miami Esprit bra 85792.3.2 Sampling modesContinuous (equidistant in time), Tracking (equidistant in space), Pointing, Continuousduring pen-down, pen-up is a separator sample (and optional time stamp).2.3.3 Inherent feedbackSome of the input devices will take a default position if they are not manipulated by theuser (SpaceMouse, Space- Master, ForceJoystick). The ForceJoystick can also be used ina force feedback mode which may produce continuous force feedback.2.3.4 ChannelsTable 2.10 gives an overview of signals which can be handled by the MDD. There are 3to 7 channels possible.Translational Rotational Di�erent HapticDevice axes (c/d) axes (c/d) button states output?ForceMouse 2/0 0/0 4 vibration/brakeForceJoystick 2/0 0/0 8 force/positionCyberMan 2/1 0/3 8 vibrationSpaceMaster 3/0 3/0 2 NoSpaceMouse 3/0 3/0 512 NoTable 2.10: Parameters controlled by di�erent I/O devices (c = continuous, d = discrete)2.3.5 SynchronizationWhat are the provisions that can be taken to make sure that this modality is in synchronywith another relevant modality? Although not supported at the moment, time stampsmay be added to the data samples transmitted from the speci�c device driver to the metadevice driver easily.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 232.3.6 Data formatThe basic idea of the Meta Device Driver is to provide uni�ed access via a generalinterface to various devices. Therefore, the MDD provides functions for reading inputvalues and sending control commands, and it provides a general data structure managedby the speci�c device drivers.The following structure is intended to store device data, i. e. values send by the device.As described before, the position, the orientation, and the button state have been imple-mented. If a device supports less than six degrees of freedom, the unused values will beset to '0'.typedef struct fint tx,ty,tz; translational valuesint rx,ry,rz; rotational valuesint btnState; button statesg deviceData;2.3.7 Software requirementsThe MDD has been realized as an independent C-library which can be used by manyapplications. Its implementation is based on software which is available for free only. Inits current version, the MDD needs a UNIX environment, a C and a C++ compiler, thecommunication tool PVM (see 1.1.5), and the GUI toolkit Tcl/Tk (see 1.1.2). It comeswith con�gure scripts and independent Make�les and has been tested on SunOS, Solaris,and Irix.
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24 Miami Esprit bra 85792.4 Multiple-point Control with the ExoskeletonAs a natural extension to single-point control, where a single human end e�ector pro-duces signals along a number of dimensions, in multiple-point control the user may alsosimultaneously produce signals along a number of dimensions, but now for several ende�ectors at the same time. The exoskeleton (EXO) from DIST allows the acquisition ofthe angular variables of a multi-joint exoskeleton structure with one or two arms to betransmitted to a forward kinematic module which can reconstruct position/orientation ofthe end-e�ector of the structure. At each joint, there is a low-friction potentiometer.2.4.1 Transducer characteristics & Sampling requirementsParameter Min. Max. Typical UnitsSampling rate 10 50 | HzResolution | | | radAccuracy | | | radTable 2.11: Characteristics of exoskeleton joint-angle sensor devicesSampling Burst Interaction categoryDurationContinuous Whole-body movementTable 2.12: Sampling time window2.4.2 Inherent feedbackIn many applications the parameters derived from the joint angles will be fed to a feed-back system, on line. For example: movement leads to acoustical parameter changes, ormovement leads to graphical humanoid movement on screen. As such, this feedback isnot inherent to the device, but the applications are usually highly interactive, requiringimmediate feedback.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 252.4.3 Channels �i six angles per arm, 1 or 2 armsTable 2.13: Parameters controlled by the exoskeleton2.4.4 Data formats(an internal data format is being used)2.4.5 Software/Hardware RequirementsSoftware: Winsocket libraryHardware: PC with A/D converter and multi-channel multiplexerReal-Time: real-time is necessary. Tests showed a better performance on Win95 thanon Windows NT.
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Chapter 3
Representation of Input andOutput Channels
This chapter is about the representation of input and output channels. The natural modal-ities are audio, video, handwriting and single point movements with feedback. Interdepen-dencies between modalities are discussed. The description of the di�erent channels leadsto a basic architecture for multimodal/multimedia application.This chapter starts with a general overview of all input and output modules which areinvolved. After introducing a classi�cation scheme each module is presented in a schematicway. It turns out the modules are dealing with di�erent levels in the processing hierarchy(from hardware level to high level symbolic processing). The complete architecture forinput and output handling is presented reecting the di�erent levels in the processinghierarchy. Where possible examples of bimodal integration are shown. As processing poweris limited it might help to give each of the modalities appropriate priorities to ensure ane�ective and plausible interaction with the user. Some aspects for assigning priorities arediscussed. Furthermore mechanisms the synchronization have to provided. The criteriafor synchronization and the techniques, which are implemented in MIAMI are presented.For a detailed discussion of the implementation of the modules please refer to the softwaredocumentation and to the presentation in chapters 6 and 7.
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28 Miami Esprit bra 85793.1 Overview of Modules for Input and Output Chan-nelsThis chapter is based on a formal description of the following modules designed in MIAMI:HARP-MIDIKER MIDI output handlingMDD Meta Device DiverAAS Audio Application ServerICP-FACE-ANIM Face AnimationBIMODAL-ICP-TTS Bimodal Text to Speech SystemEXO Filtering Exoskeleton DataHARP-VSCOPE Real-Time Tracking and Recognition of body gesturesICP-LIP-METER Extraction of Lip ParametersBIMODAL-ICP-ASR Bimodal Automatic Speech RecognizerAs introduced in chapter 2, the di�erent modules which are handling the di�erent sensorsor e�ectors can by described by their:� Function� Input signals� Output signals� Parameters in ( to change the mode of the module)� Parameters out (to inform other modules about status)For input and output signals and the parameters the sampling or transmission rates, aswell as the data formats and the contents are presented. Also the way of module inter-communication (synchronous/asynchronous) and whether the the module is permanentlyactive or only sending/receiving on request is shown. If possible, the sender or receiver ofthe di�erent modules are identi�ed and other modules, which have to be synchronized tothis stream are listed.In the following sections each module is presented in detail according to the schemeintroduced above.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 293.2 Midi Mapper (HARP-MIDIKER)HARP-MIDIKER allows to map multiple MIDI-inputs on a single MIDI-output device inreal time.
MIDI with time

Standard MIDI
HARP-Midiker

stamp
//

1..10

3.2.1 RequirementsSoftware: Windows 95Hardware: MPU Roland 401 compatible MIDI interfaceReal-Time: necessary3.2.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 1 to 10Description: a MIDI packet containing the MIDI dataand the time stampType of sending agent: music generating software agentsFormat of input data: pairs of unsigned integersTransmission rate: as requested from the music agentSynchronous/asynchronous data input: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: |continuous/on request: on requestPriority: high
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30 Miami Esprit bra 8579OutputNumber of channels: 1Description: standard MIDIReceiving agent: Win32 multimedia kernelFormat of output data: standard MIDI data streamTransmission rate: resolution 1 msSynchronous/asynchronous data output: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: -Continuous/on request: continuousPriority: high3.2.3 Control parameterNo control parameter.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 313.3 Meta Device Driver (MDD)The MDD is a C-library which provides uni�ed access to several input devices, some ofwhich also have the capability to generate haptic output. A more detailed description willbe presented in section 6.1.
Control

Displacement Displacement

(Application) Haptic output

Mapping Scaling

MDD

3.3.1 RequirementsSoftware: any UNIX-like operating systemHardware: Implemented and tested on SUN and SGI workstationsReal-Time: More or less possible and necessary for direct manipulation3.3.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 2
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32 Miami Esprit bra 8579Channel 1 Description: control commandsType of sending agent: application programFormat of input data: | (no common format)Transmission rate: selectableSynchronous/asynchronous data input: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: nocontinuous/on request: initiated by application programPriority: lowChannel 2 Description: displacement values from aninput deviceType of sending agent: device driverFormat of input data: 6 integers representing dis-placement values, 1 inte-ger representing the buttonstateTransmission rate: depends on speci�c driver(10{100 Hz)Synchronous/asynchronous data input: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: handshake between SDDand MDDcontinuous/on request: depends on speci�c driverPriority: highOutputNumber of channels: 2Channe1 Description: haptic output functionsReceiving agent: device driverFormat of output data: depends on speci�c driverTransmission rate: unknown, single events onlySynchronous/asynchronous data output: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: handshake between SDDand MDDContinuous/on request: on requestPriority: high
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 33Channe2 Description: input values for directmanipulationReceiving agent: application programFormat of output data: 6 integers representing dis-placement values, 1 inte-ger representing the buttonstateTransmission rate: not �xed (10{100 Hz)Synchronous/asynchronous data output: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: |Continuous/on request: continuousPriority: high3.3.3 Control parameterInNumber of parameters: 12 parameters for mapping, 6 parameters for scalingMapping Description: mapping a physical axis/degree of free-dom to a logical axis/degree of freedomFormat: 2 constants (phys, log)Transmission rate: single eventsWill be changed by: application program, options menuScaling Description: scaling a logical axis/degree of freedomFormat: constant combination ('mask'), 1 double (scaling factor)Transmission rate: single eventsWill be changed by: application program, options menuOutSame as In parameters.
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34 Miami Esprit bra 85793.4 ADC and DACADC (Analog Digital Converter) and DAC (Digital Analog Converter) allow a uni�edaccess to the audio hardware of Sun SPARCstation and SGI Indigo/Indy. Multiple appli-cations can read and write frame the hardware at the same time. DAC also broadcasts asynchronization signal to all task, which are members of the \sync"-group.
Audio data(left)

right channel

left channel

TID, channel

DAC
1..4

//

Audio data(right)

1..4
//

Current Frame Number

to Hardware

left channel

right channel

left channel

TID, channel

ADC
right channel

from Hardware

3.4.1 RequirementsSoftware: SunOS, Sun Solaris2.4, IRIX 5.3, PVM 3Hardware: SUN SPARC, Indigo, IndyReal-Time: necessary
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 353.4.2 Data channels for DACInputNumber of channels: minimum 1 (depends on application andprocessing power)Description: audio dataType of sending agent: any other applicationFormat of input data: array with 16 bit integer valuesTransmission rate: selectable (8 kHz{44.1 kHz, typically 22.05 kHz)Synchronous/asynchronous data input: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: ICP-FACE-ANIMcontinuous/on request: continuous and on requestPriority: highOutputNumber of channels: 1{2 (on SUN) 1{4 on (Indigo/Indy)Description: Audio signalReceiving agent: DACFormat of output data: Integer (16 bit)Transmission rate: same as input rateSynchronous/asynchronous data output: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: ICP-FACE-ANIMContinuous/on request: continuousPriority: high
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36 Miami Esprit bra 85793.4.3 Data channels for ADCInputNumber of channels: minimum 1Description: raw audio dataType of sending agent: hardware driverFormat of input data: array with 16 bit integer valuesTransmission rate: selectable (8 kHz{44.1 kHz, typically 22.05 kHz)Synchronous/asynchronous data input: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: |continuous/on request: continuous and on requestPriority: highOutputNumber of channels: 1{2 (on SUN) 1{4 on (Indigo/Indy)Description: Audio signalReceiving agent: DACFormat of output data: Integer (16 bit)Transmission rate: same as input rateSynchronous/asynchronous data output: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: BIMODAL-ICP-ASRContinuous/on request: continuousPriority: high3.4.4 Control parameterInNumber of parameters: 1Description: Connect new sender/receiverFormat: 2 integer, task ID and channel of sender/receiverTransmission rate: |Will be changed by: any client
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 37OutNumber of parameters: 1Description: current frame numberFormat: long integer 32 bitTransmission rate: 25 HzWill change the status or inform: ICP-FACE-ANIM, Audioscript
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38 Miami Esprit bra 85793.5 Audio Application Server (AAS)AAS (Audio Application Server) handles multiple input and output sound streams. Thegeneration of simple audio signals and the real-time spatialization of sound sources isperformed.
Audio data

right channel

left channel

Position Sound level

AAS
1..4

//

3.5.1 RequirementsSoftware: SunOS, Sun Solaris2.4, IRIX 5.3, PVM 3Hardware: SUN SPARC, Indigo, IndyReal-Time: necessary3.5.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: minimum 1 (depending on applicationand processing power)Description: audio dataType of sending agent: any other applicationFormat of input data: array with 16 bit integer valuesTransmission rate: selectable (8 kHz{44.1 kHz, typically 22.05 kHz)Synchronous/asynchronous data input: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: ICP-FACE-ANIMcontinuous/on request: continuous and on requestPriority: high
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 39OutputNumber of channels: 1{2 (on SUN) 1{4 on (Indigo/Indy)Description: Audio signalReceiving agent: DACFormat of output data: Integer (16 bit)Transmission rate: same as input rateSynchronous/asynchronous data output: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: ICP-FACE-ANIMContinuous/on request: continuousPriority: high3.5.3 Control parameterInNumber of parameters: 2Parameter 1 Description: Position of Sound SourceFormat: 3 Integer (Elevation, Azimuth and Source ID)Transmission rate: max. 25 HzWill be changed by: any clientParameter 2 Description: Sound levelFormat: 2 Integer (Level and Source ID)Transmission rate: max. 25 HzWill be changed by: any other clientOutNo parameter.
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40 Miami Esprit bra 85793.6 Face Animator (ICP-FACE-ANIM)Module ICP-FACE-ANIM animates a 3D-face or part of a face on the screen.
Visual Speech

Visual Signal (Face)

Location Kind of Display

FACE_ANIM
Parameter

3.6.1 RequirementsSoftware: IRIX 5.3, OpenGL, pvm, TCL/TKHardware: SGIReal-Time: necessary3.6.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 1Description: Visual Speech ParameterType of sending agent: BIMODAL-ICP-TTS, ICP-LIP-METERFormat of input data: array of intTransmission rate: 25 HzSynchronous/asynchronous data input: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: BIMODAL-ICP-TTS, ICP-LIP-METERcontinuous/on request: |Priority: high
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 41OutputNumber of channels: 1Description: Visual SignalReceiving agent: ScreenFormat of output data: Integer (16 bit)Transmission rate: 25 HzSynchronous/asynchronous data output: |Synchronization with other modules: DACContinuous/on request: continuousPriority: highChannel 23.6.3 Control parameterInNumber of parameters: 2Parameter 1 Description: LocationFormat: array of 6 IntegerTransmission rate:Will be changed by: 6D Mouse, MDDParameter 2 Description: kind of displayFormat: intTransmission rate: |Will be changed by: |OutNo parameter.
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42 Miami Esprit bra 85793.7 Text to bimodal speech (BIMODAL-ICP-TTS)BIMODAL-ICP-TTS is a bimodal text to speech system. It converts ASCII text intoaudiovisual speech.
sentence to

Visual Speech

Audio Signal

Speech rate

Bimodal_ICP_TTS

End of Process

synthesize

 Parameter

Articulation

Overflow

3.7.1 RequirementsSoftware: IRIX 5.3, PVM 3Hardware: SGIReal-Time: not possible
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 433.7.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 1Description: sentence to synthesizeType of sending agent: Handwriting Recognition, BIMODAL-ICP-ASRFormat of input data: ASCII TextTransmission rate: selectable (10{50 Hz)Synchronous/asynchronous data input: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: |continuous/on request: |Priority: mediumOutputNumber of channels: 2Channel 1 Description: Audio signalReceiving agent: Audio server (PAC)Format of output data: Integer (16 bit)Transmission rate: 44.1 kHzSynchronous/asynchronous data output: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: Audio serverContinuous/on request: continuousPriority: highChannel 2 Description: Visual Speech ParameterReceiving agent: ICP-FACE-ANIM (animated face)Format of output data: array of intTransmission rate: 25 HzSynchronous/asynchronous data output: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: ICP-FACE-ANIMContinuous/on request: continuousPriority: high
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44 Miami Esprit bra 85793.7.3 Control parameterInNumber of parameters: 2Parameter 1 Description: Speech RateFormat: IntegerTransmission rate: |Will be changed by: |Parameter 2 Description: ArticulationFormat: IntegerTransmission rate: |Will be changed by: |OutNumber of parameters: 2Parameter 1 Description: End of ProcessFormat: IntegerTransmission rate: |Will change the status or inform: ICP-FACE-ANIM, Audio serverParameter 2 Description: OverowFormat: IntegerTransmission rate: |Will change the status or inform: Handwriting RecognitionBIMODAL-ICP-ASR
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 453.8 Exoskeleton module (EXO)EXO allows the acquisition of the angular variables of a multi-joint exoskeleton struc-ture with one or two arms to be transmitted to a forward kinematic module, which canreconstruct the position or orientation of the end-e�ector of the structure.
sampled Voltage

EXO//
1..6/12

Angles

Sampling rate
Number

Number of Joints

DH-parameters

of Arms

3.8.1 RequirementsSoftware: Winsocket libraryHardware: PC with A/D converter and multi-channel multiplexerReal-Time: necessary
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46 Miami Esprit bra 85793.8.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 6 (one arm) or 12 (two arms) all with same data formatDescription: Voltage proportional to angles of jointsSending agent: D/A converterFormat of input data: analog voltage signalTransmission rate: selectable (10-50 Hz)Synchronous/asynchronous data input: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: |continuous/on request: continuousPriority: highOutputNumber of channels: 1 or 2, all with same data formatDescription: angles of jointsReceiving agent: forward kinematic moduleFormat of output data: 6-dimensional vector of realsTransmission rate: selectable (10-50 Hz)Synchronous/asynchronous data output: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: |Continuous/on request: on requestPriority: high3.8.3 Control parameterInNumber of parameters: 3Description: sampling rate (S), number of arms (NA), number of joints (NJ)Format: 3 integersTransmission rate: Information is only received during startupWill be changed by: exoskeleton con�guration module
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 47OutNumber of parameters: 4 x number of joints (NJ)Description: Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of each jointFormat: 4 reals (2 distances + 2 angles)Transmission rate: Information is only sent during startupWill change the status or inform: forward kinematic module
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48 Miami Esprit bra 85793.9 Full-body gesture module (HARP-VSCOPE)HARP-Vscope is a real-time tracking and recognition system of full-body gestures viainfrared and ultrasound sensors based on the V-scope hardware.
x,y,z Coordinates filtered x,y,z Coordinates

HARP-Vscope//
1..8 //

Sampling Rate

current Sample Index

1..8

3.9.1 RequirementsSoftware: Windows 95Hardware: V-scopeReal-Time: necessary3.9.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 1 to 8, all with same data formatDescription: x, y, and z coordinates of trajectory pointsType of sending agent: V-scopeFormat of input data: triples of unsigned integersTransmission rate: 10 ms to 80 ms for each channelSynchronous/asynchronous data input: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: |continuous/on request: continuousPriority: high
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 49OutputNumber of channels: 1 to 8 channels, all with same data formatDescription: �ltered (x, y, z) coordinates (in meters)Type of receiving agent: sound output agent; humanoid animation agentFormat of output data: bu�er of the last 256 triples for each channelTransmission rate: 10 ms to 80 ms for each input channelSynchronous/asynchronous data output: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: |Continuous/on request: on requestPriority: medium3.9.3 Control parameterInNumber of parameters: 1Description: sampling rateFormat: integerTransmission rate: lowWill be changed by: high level task supervisorOutNumber of parameters: 1Description: current sample indexFormat: integerTransmission rate: on demandWill change the status or inform: client agents
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50 Miami Esprit bra 85793.10 Lip Parameter Analyzer (ICP-LIP-METER)Module ICP-LIP-METER extracts the lip parameter from a video signal of a humanspeaker with lips made up in blue.
Visual SpeechVideo (PAL)

ICP_LIP_METER

Error

Parameter

3.10.1 RequirementsSoftware: IRIX 5.3 , Video Library vl (VINO card), Library glHardware: Indy , video card VINOReal-Time: necessary, possible3.10.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 1Description: Video PAL signalType of sending agent: VCR, CameraFormat of input data: |Transmission rate: selectable 25 frames/secSynchronous/asynchronous data input: asynchronousSynchronization with other modules: |continuous/on request: |Priority: high
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 51OutputNumber of channels: 1Description: Visual Speech ParametersReceiving agent: ICP-FACE-ANIM, BIMODAL-ICP-ASRFormat of output data: Array of Integer (16 bit)Transmission rate: 25 HzSynchronous/asynchronous data output: |Synchronization with other modules: |Continuous/on request: |-Priority: high3.10.3 Control parameterInNo parameter.OutNumber of parameters: 1Description: bit for measurement errorsFormat: IntegerTransmission rate: |Will change the status or inform: BIMODAL-ICP-ASR, ICP-FACE-ANIM
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52 Miami Esprit bra 85793.11 Bimodal speech recognizer (BIMODAL-ICP-ASR)BIMODAL-ICP-ASR (Automatic Speech Recognizer) audio and video input for bimodalspeech recognition.
Audio Signal

ASCII word

AV- weigthing factor

Bimodal_ICP_ASR

End of Process

Visual Speech
Paramter

AV-weigthing factor

3.11.1 RequirementsSoftware: UNIX, LINUX, HMMICP libraryHardware: |Real-Time: not already implemented but possible3.11.2 Data channelsInputNumber of channels: 2
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 53Channel 1 Description: Audio signalType of sending agent: ADCFormat of input data: IntegerTransmission rate: 8 kHz{44.1 kHzSynchronous/asynchronous data input: synchronousSynchronization with other modules: ADC/DACcontinuous/on request: continuousPriority: |Channel 2 Description: Visual speech parameterType of sending agent: ICPLipMeterFormat of input data: array of oatTransmission rate: can be con�gured (9600 baud oninitialization)Synchronous/asynchronous data input: serial asynchronous inputSynchronization with other modules: ADC/DACcontinuous/on request:Priority: mediumOutputNumber of channels: 1Description: ASCII wordReceiving agent: e.g., BIMODAL-ICP-TTSFormat of output data: ASCIITransmission rate: |Synchronous/asynchronous data output: |Synchronization with other modules: |Continuous/on request: |Priority: |3.11.3 Control parameterIn Number of parameters: 1Description: Input Audio/Video weighting factorFormat: oatTransmission rate: |Will be changed by: ICP-LIP-METERDI 3 - Progress Report



54 Miami Esprit bra 8579Out Number of parameters: 2Parameter 1 Description: End of ProcessFormat: IntegerTransmission rate: |Will change the status or inform: ICP-FACE-ANIM, AudioserverParameter 2 Description: Audio/Video weightingfactor based on output probabilitydispersionFormat: oatTransmission rate: |Will change the status or inform: |
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 553.12 Conclusions3.12.1 Hierarchy of modulesFor the input and output channels the following four hierarchies are identi�ed.� External hardware� Hardware and operating system dependent driver� Hardware independent driver� High level processingThey will be explained in more detail in the following paragraphs.External Hardware refers to the sensors (for input) and the e�ector (for output).Hardware and operating system dependent drivers are �rmware, like the driverfor the audio or video hardware on a speci�c architecture.Hardware independent drivers In some cases partners developed hardware indepen-dent drivers to allow a uni�ed access through the same interface to di�erent devices(like the Meta Device Driver) for Mouse, Joystick etc. or the DAC (Digital AnalogConverter Driver) and ADC (Analog Digital Converter Driver) for audio devices) orto allow extra bu�ering and �ltering of the raw sampled data (e.g. EXO, HARP-MIDIKER).High level processing In the class of high level processing two types of modules canbe found. One group consists of simple unimodal modules, which only have oneinput and one output modality. The other contains modules, which are connectedto two modalities (audio and video). In the case of the Text-to-Speech system, thelevel of the output channels is also di�erent. The module produces raw audio dataand parameter for the face animation. The �rst channel can be played back withoutany further processing, but the second channel needs further processing through theICP-FACE-ANIM module.The diagrams 3.1 and 3.2 show the links between the di�erent modules and their positionin the processing hierarchy. It is obvious from this diagrams that the audio and videoinput and output have the closest links. All other channels do not show close links on thelevels which are presented. DI 3 - Progress Report
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58 Miami Esprit bra 85793.12.2 Sampling rate and prioritiesThe overview of the the di�erent input and output channels can be summarized in thefollowing way. With regards to the sampling rates, three groups can be identi�ed.� high sampling rates (> 22 kHz): Audio in/out� medium sampling rates (50{200 Hz): Pen� low sampling rates (10{50 Hz): Video in/out, mouse, joystick, haptic feedback, bodygesturesAudio does not only have the highest sampling rate but also the highest priority, becauseany lost or delayed sample will be perceived as disturbing noise or decrease the speechrecognition rate of the user and of the automatic recognizer. The MIDI channel alsorequest for a high priority with relatively high transmission rates. A delayed note willchange the rhythm of a pattern noticeable. The next important channel is the pen inputchannel. For correct recognition and for a smooth reproduction of shapes, a high samplingrate with no breaks is necessary. The pen channel is followed by video input and output.The preliminary experiments with the animated face (see Deliverable 1, chapter 4) alsoshowed, that a lost frame during the output does not distort the recognition of audiovisualspeech signi�cantly. The other channels seem to be represented su�ciently by low samplingrates and are not very sensitive to interrupts.3.12.3 Interprocess communicationMost of the presented modules are independent tasks, which run on a UNIX multiprocessorenvironment. For interprocess communication PVM-messages are used. All used dataformats are supported by PVM. This also allows a fast adaptation to di�erent hardwareplatforms. For tasks running under Windows/Windows95/WindowsNT a PVM gatewayis available.3.12.4 SynchronizationAs the audio channel has the highest priority and is active most of the time this channelwill synchronize the other. As the sampling of sound is controlled by a stabilized oscillatorthe audio channel also gives stable time base. The unit for the synchronization is called aframe. The duration of a frame ranges from 25 Hz to 200 Hz depending on the demandsof the application. The audio samples are stored in an intermediate bu�er, which hasDI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 59duration between 5 ms (200 Hz sampling rate for pen) and 40 ms (25 Hz sampling rate forpen). When the bu�er is �lled the current frame number is increased and broadcasted toother channels (via PVM-messages). If the processor is fast enough tight synchronizationwith the resolution of one frame is possible. In cases, when the di�erent channels arerequesting more calculation time than available, the modules with less priority will switchto loose synchronization. If such a module notices, that it is too late to transmit therequested data in time, it will skip some frames and continue to process the currentframe. For example, if the module for the face animation is too slow to deliver a framesynchronously to the audio stream, it will skip the parameters of the next frame, whichthe text to speech system transmitted and animate the following parameters instead. Inapplications where no audio is requested a software based pseudo-clock will count theframe number and broadcast it.3.12.5 ProblemsThe sections above showed that some modalities have very tight restrictions with regardsto sampling rate and interrupts. Experiments with some bimodal applications or evensingle audio applications on SUN and SGI platforms demonstrated that they cannot ful�llthe tight conditions under all circumstances. Of course, limited processing power oftencauses some problems if audio and graphical applications are active at the same time.But also with su�cient processing power, the operating system UNIX is not optimal formultimedia applications. Some daemons residing in the background, periodically starttheir work interrupting the handling of input and output channels. In the moment thereare no means to stop these unpredictable interrupts, but maybe further improvements ofthe operating system and increasing processing power will help to solve these problems.3.12.6 SummaryIn this chapter we gave an overview of the di�erent input and output channels. Thedi�erent levels which are involved in handling input and output have been identi�ed.Based on the sampling rate and type of transmission priorities have been assigned to thedi�erent tasks (Audio, Pen, Video, tactile, haptic). A model for synchronization of thedi�erent modalities has been proposed and implemented.
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Chapter 4
Representation of Object Space
The representation of object space together with the representation of input and outputchannels (see chapters 2 and 3) establishes a framework for the development of multimodalsystems. Therefore, the main part of this chapter deals with the internal representation ofobjects, including object properties, data storage, and management. Since the represen-tation of output channels has already been discussed in chapter 3, we here focus on howvisual, acoustical, and haptic Inputs/Outputs are coherently processed in synchrony.4.1 IntroductionInteractions with real and virtual objects are based mainly on three fundamentals: input(see chapter 2), output (see chapter 3), and internal representation of object space. Asfor the previous two chapters, the visual modality ('Computer Graphics') is well-knownand a great number of systems and libraries exist for creating, managing, and displayingobjects, e. g., OpenGL and OpenInventor, which have been adopted for the project (seesections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4). In those last two examples, only visual properties of objects aresupported, whereas acoustical and haptic properties are not.Therefore, we de�ned general MIAMI object properties suitable for the synchronization ofthe multimodal objects that we have worked on. A presentation of each MIAMI modulehas been given in the previous section 3. We will here describe how these modules arestored on the computer and how they can be combined together to create a "multimodalobject". The MIAMI approach will be illustrated through four examples worked out incollaboration. Since these examples will be presented as "demonstrations" at the Bochummeeting in March, this chapter also aims at serving as a technical description of thesedemos.
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62 Miami Esprit bra 8579We have organized this section according to the following structure. We �rst present thegeneral data formats of the MIAMI objects. Detailed description of the graphic, acousticand haptic representations are then given. The types of display used to present objects tothe user are presented too. Finally, the multimodal integration of the MIAMI objects areillustrated in the light of four demonstrations worked out by the MIAMI partners.4.2 Graphical RepresentationOne of the major contributions of the MIAMI project has been to agree on and standardizedata formats which allow any object worked out by a MIAMI partner to be integrated in amultimedia MIAMI environment. Of course, their integration to other multimodal spacesis not limited to the MIAMI platform since the properties below detailed are mostly basedon standardized or widely used references. The common properties of these objects aredescribed in this section, depending on the modality they are to be presented through tothe user.4.2.1 Fundamentals of Computer GraphicsThe most salient graphical properties of the MIAMI objects were based on the GraphicLibraries adopted by the partners to serve as software standard, namely OpenGL andOpenInventor. Anyway, whatever the graphic library (and the hardware) used, the wayobjects are described and stored on the computer is highly similar if not identical.De�ning and storing objectsOne of the �rst problem of Computer Graphics is to store the volume of an object. Sincethe whole volume of the object cannot be stored (which is by de�nition in�nite), theobject as to be approximated by a new volume de�ned by a �nite number of data.One technique, widely use in CAD/CAM applications, is to de�ne an object as a combi-nation of simple objects. Then, from a set of prede�ned objects (cube, sphere, cylinder,cone, : : : ) and by using a set of boolean operations such as union, intersection and di�er-ence, a complex object can be built and stored in the computer. However, this techniquecan only be used for manufactured objects.Another technique used is to sample the surface of the object and then approximate itwith polygon meshes. An object is then de�ned by geometrical information (a list ofall the vertices) and by topological information (the way how the di�erent vertices are
DI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 63connected together). Although this technique is widely used, some objects can need asmoother approximation of their surface. One solution is to oversample the surface of theobject and then use more vertices. A better technique is to use parametric surfaces.Parametric surfaces can be simply de�ned by mathematical formula such as quadric sur-faces or convolution surfaces. But the ones used most often are interpolation and approxi-mation surfaces such as B�ezier surfaces, B-splines or NURBS. These functions are de�nedto pass as close as possible a set of control points. An object is then characterized by amesh of control points and a set of parameters that control the surface behavior.However, whatever the technique used to de�ne an object, for displaying it, the computerhas to sample it into triangle meshes.Viewing objectsThis part will briey describe the di�erent operations computers have to deal with inorder to transform the 3D representation of an object into the 2D image displayed on acomputer screen. First, the position of the virtual eye as to be chosen in order to de�nethe origin of the object space. Then, transformations such as rotation, translation, andscale can be applied to the object in order to place it in the desired position. To obtain the2D image, the size and the distance from the virtual eye of the visualization window hasto be determined. An appropriate projection can then �nally be applied to the object. Allthese operations are done in the homogeneous coordinates of three-dimensional projectivegeometry by simple products of 4x4 matrix. Figure 4.1 describes these di�erent steps.Rendering objectsTo draw a green sphere, you can not just color each pixel of the sphere in green, otherwiseyou will just obtain a green disk. What is important to render the volume of an objectis the color intensity repartition on its surface. This part will then describe the mostcurrently used illumination model in animation application. In this illumination model,the color of an object is characterized by three kinds of reection:Ambient reection The ambient reection corresponds to non-directional source oflight, e. g. the product of multiple reections of light from the many surfaces presentin the environment. Although objects illuminated by ambient light are more or lessbrightly lit in direct proportion to the ambient intensity, they are still uniformly illu-minated across their surfaces. The amount of ambient light reected from an objectssurface is determined by a factor (Ka), namely the ambient-reection coe�cient.This constant, between 0 and 1, varies from one material to another.DI 3 - Progress Report
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 65Di�use reection Now consider illuminating an object by a point light source, whoserays emanate uniformly in all direction from a single point. The object's brightnessvaries from one part to another, depending on the direction of and distance to thelight source. This phenomenon is known as di�use reection. For a given surface,the brightness of a vertex depends only on the angle (i) between the direction (L)to the light source and the surface normal (N) at this point (see �gure 4.2). Theamount of di�use light reected from an object's surface is determined by a factor(Kd), namely the di�use-reection coe�cient. This constant, between 0 and 1, variesfrom one material to another.
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Id = Kd.cos(i).IiFigure 4.2: Di�use reectionSpecular reection Specular reection can be observed on any shiny surface. Illumi-nate an apple with a bright white light: The highlight is caused by specular reection,whereas the light reected from the rest of the apple is the result of di�use reection.The specular reection represents the fact that shiny surfaces reect light unequallyin di�erent directions. On a perfectly shiny surface, such as a perfect mirror, light isreected only in the direction (R) which is the mirrored direction about the normal(N) of the direction (L) to the light source. De�ning (s) as the angle between (R)and the direction of the viewpoint (V) a popular illumination model for non-perfectreectors assumes that maximum specular reectance occurs when the angle (s) iszero and falls o� sharply as (s) increases (see �gure 4.3). This rapid fallo� can beapproximated by cosn(s), where n is the material specular exponent. The amount ofspecular light reected from an objects surface is also determined by a factor (Ks),between 0 and 1, namely the specular-reection coe�cient.It should be clear that we can shade any surface by calculating the surface normal at eachvisible point and applying the illumination model at that point. This brute-force shadingDI 3 - Progress Report
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Figure 4.3: Specular reectionmodel is expensive except for polygon meshes. As a matter of fact, all the vertices of asame polygon share the same normal. However, in this case all vertices will also have thesame color, resulting in a at shading that does not produce the variations in shade acrossthe polygon that should occur in normal situations.To prevent this e�ect, a technique named Gouraud Shading can be used. The Gouraudshading process requires that the normal be known for each vertex of the polygonal mesh.If the vertex normals are not stored with the mesh and cannot be determined directlyfrom the actual surface, then we can approximate them by averaging the surface normalsof all polygonal facets sharing each vertex. The next step in Gouraud shading is to �ndvertex intensities by using the vertex normals with the illumination model. Finally, eachpolygon is shaded by linear interpolation of vertex intensities along each edge and thenbetween edges along each scan line (see �gure 4.4).Another widely used technique for rendering an object is called texture mapping. Thistechnique consists of gluing a 2D image onto a 3D object. Actually, a texture can beapplied to a surface in di�erent ways. It can be painted on directly (like a decal placedon the surface), it can be used to modulate the color the surface would have been paintedotherwise, or it can be used to blend the texture color with the surface color. Texturemapping is often used to represent large scene with a repeated motif such as a large brickwall or with a complicated look, such as the ground of a ight simulator: in this casevegetation pictures are textured on large polygons. This technique is also used to makepolygons appear to be made of natural substances such as skin, wood, or marble.
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Figure 4.4: Gouraud shading process4.2.2 The basic Graphics Library OpenGLAs stated earlier (see 1.1.3), OpenGL does not provide high-level commands for describingmodels of three-dimensional objects. With OpenGL, a desired model must be built upfrom a small set of geometric primitives [18]. The following parts describe briey how an3D object can been drawn.De�ning and storing objects in OpenGLOpenGL has routines to draw an object in two di�erent manners: by polygon meshes orby approximation surfaces. In the �rst case, the vertices of the object have to be storedin a �le as well as the way they have to be connected together in triangles or four-sidedpolygons. The normals of the surface at each vertex can also be stored in a �le or canbe directly calculated within the program. OpenGL provides low-level routines to drawtriangles or four-sided polygons meshes by connecting all vertices subsequently in thecorrect order. During this procedure, the corresponding normals have to be indicated too.In the second case, the control points mesh as to be stored as well as the control param-eters. OpenGL provides then routines to draw B�ezier surfaces or NURBS.Viewing objects in OpenGLIn order to view the object, the programmer has to characterize precisely all the trans-formations described previously: the place and direction of the virtual eye, the transfor-mations applied to the object, the type of projection, the size and place of the viewport.DI 3 - Progress Report



68 Miami Esprit bra 8579Low-level routines are used, and a special attention has to be paid in order to be surethat the object is in the vision �eld of the eye, otherwise nothing will be drawn.Rendering objects in OpenGLOpenGL provides two techniques in order to render an object: Gouraud shading witha classical illumination model and texture mapping. The shading method requires �rstlights to be de�ned, placed, and characterized (type, color, direction). Then, the di�erentcoe�cients described previously (ambient reection, di�use reection, specular reection,specular exponent) have to be de�ned. Other parameters can also characterize an objectsuch as transparency or light-emission (for an object such as a bulb, for example). Thecomputer has now necessary information to render the scene.As texture mapping is concerned, an image as to be provided and the way it has to betextured onto the object has to be indicated.4.2.3 The OpenInventor graphics toolkitOpen Inventor is an object-oriented toolkit based on OpenGL that provides objects andmethods for creating interactive three-dimensional graphics applications [29, 30, 31]. Aspreviously said (see 1.1.4), building a 3D scene with OpenInventor consists of creating ascene database organized like a tree. All information about the scene (object shape, size,coloring, surface texture, location in 3D space, camera place) is stored as nodes of thetree. Then, for the programmer's point of view, all the di�erent steps described previouslyto render a 3D object are treated on the same level. The next sections will describe thebasic nodes used to display 3D objects. In addition, OpenInventor supports the creationof new types of nodes, e. g. describing acoustical or haptic properties of objects.De�ning and storing objects in OpenInventorAs for OpenGL, an object can be drawn with a polygonal mesh or with an approximationsurface such as NURBS. Prede�ned geometric objects such as sphere, cube, cylinder, orcone can also be used in order to construct complex objects. To build a polygonal meshobject, several nodes have to be gathered, each one corresponding to a single property:one node for the vertex coordinates, one node for the normal coordinates, and one nodefor the type (triangles or four-sided polygons) of mesh and for the connection order. Sameprinciples are used for NURBS representation.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 69Viewing objects in OpenInventorTo view an object, OpenInventor provides camera nodes that embeds all informationnecessary to visualize the scene. Then, a type of camera has to be chosen and all theparameters are established through internal methods. This technique is a very useful wayfor viewing an object and allows very easy camera movements.Rendering objects in OpenInventorThe rendering part is also quite easy with OpenInventor. A speci�c light is characterizedby a node which contains all information about its type, place, and color. A materialnode is used for object speci�cation de�ning the di�erent reection parameters. Nodes fortexture mapping are also provided to enable a very easy use of this rendering technique.The OpenInventor �le formatOpenInventor provides a very useful way to write and to store a complete scene graph ina �le, and to read this �le later for using it within a program. An Inventor �le format hasbeen de�ned in order to exchange complex scene database between processes very easily.Examples of such �le will be described in following sections.4.3 Representation of Acoustical PropertiesSome of the objects used in MIAMI have acoustical properties. The bimodal Text-to-Speech system generates raw audio data and parameters for the face animation. In theanalogical demonstrator collisions of the robot with a wall might be soni�ed by a noiseof collision of two materials or the distance of the robot to the wall or the target mightbe soni�ed using a sound with a pitch or timbre change according to the distance. Inthe symbolical demonstrator, locations in the information-city might be identi�ed by anshort musical motive when the user is orienting to that place. If somebody want to talkto the user via the network a sound of \knocking at your door" might be played. Theseexamples only give a very brief overview of the di�erent acoustical properties each objecthas.The acoustical objects can be classi�ed in the following way:� continuous streams (e. g. speech)� non-parametrized single event sounds (e. g. collisions)DI 3 - Progress Report



70 Miami Esprit bra 8579� parametrized sounds (e. g. single tone, which changes pitch)� auditory icons (e. g. short motives)They will be described in more detail in the following paragraphs.Continuous streams are represented by the frames of audio samples, which are sent.The sending process sends the data to the audio application server. The exchangecan either be done using PVM-messages or reading/writing from the same �le. Forsending data from one task to another both tasks have to know the TID of eachother.Non-parametrized single event sounds like collision noise are stored as raw audiodata in the memory of the computer, the hard disk (as single �le), or as speci�c MIDIsound in a sampler. Depending on the method used, the sounds can be addressed byindex-numbers (memory), �lenames (hard disk) or MIDI-numbers (MIDI-devices).In the MIAMI project a sound from a database with collision sounds can be identi�edby the �lename.Parametrized sounds can be sampled sounds, which are played back at di�erent sam-pling rates using special hardware or realized as software or hardware sound genera-tors. The parameter for the latter case are depending on the speci�c algorithm usedfor sound synthesis. The MIDI-protocol is a standardized method for representingthe acoustical properties of sounds (timbre and event timing). The most importantparameter is pitch. Also the modulation frequency of the amplitude might be useful.In the MIAMI-project simple waveform generators (sine, rectangle, sawtooth, noise)are implemented. For all waveforms the frequency can be changed. For sawtooth andrectangle also the exact shape can be de�ned (e. g. duty cycle).Auditory icons can be stored in two ways. A MIDI-sequence stored in a �le is sent to aMIDI-device, when the auditory icon has to played. Alternatively the auditory iconscan be pre-recorded, stored in a �le and the raw data can be played back via theDA-converter. The audio application server supports the playback of �les. Each iconis represented by its �lename.In addition to the properties mentioned above the location of a sound objects can becontrolled. A direction is usually described by the azimuth and elevation relative to thelistener. The sound of each acoustical object which is identi�ed by an integer numbercan be �ltered in a way that it is perceived in the desired direction. The MIAMI-audio
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 71application server supports simple spatialization of sounds either sent from outside theserver or generated internally.For all types of sound the loudness of the perceived sound can be set by setting theampli�cation of each audio stream. The ampli�cation is represented by a oat number.4.4 Managing Haptic Features\Whereas synthetic visual and audio images are omnipresent nowadays, oppor-tunities to reach out and feel non-existent objects possessing texture, shape andinertia are, to put it mildly, not." [2]Haptic features are not widely used in current applications, although they play an impor-tant role in the 'real world'. Three major reasons for this situation have been identi�ed:i) haptic devices are either not very powerful or very expensive;ii) sophisticated methods for the generation of haptic feedback are missing;iii) haptic features are not needed/useful for most computer applications.In the following paragraphs, we will take a closer look at these arguments.DevicesThe �rst argument is supported by the observation that most devices with tactile or forcefeedback fall in one of three categories: 1) not available (prototypes only); 2) inadequateperformance; or 3) too expensive. Nearly all devices with haptic output have been eitherdeveloped for graphical or robotic applications. Many di�erent design principles have beeninvestigated, but the optimal solution has not been found yet.A device which might help to overcome this situation is the PHANToM, probably the mostpromising development in this area in the last years [14]. The PHANToM is a 3D inputdevice which can be operated by the �nger tip. Its price is US$ 19,500, which is rathercheap compared to other devices with similar functionality. It realizes three degrees offreedom (translational axis) only, but it has many advantages compared to other devices,like low friction, low mass, and minimized unbalanced weight. Therefore, even sti�ness andtextures can be experienced. Hopefully, the increasing number and popularity of VirtualReality systems will push the development of haptic devices to a new dimension.
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72 Miami Esprit bra 8579MethodsThe lack of good methods is related to the lack of good (and widely available) devices.Usually, for the large number of prototypical devices existing in many laboratories, alarge number of prototypical methods has been developed, whereas general methods arestill missing. Even worse, many devices and methods have been developed for specialapplications only, thus they are not useful in other contexts.Again, the team around Salisbury might show a way out of the dilemma [23]. They haveinvestigated principle methods for so-called haptic rendering, thereby using and adaptingwell-known rendering methods from computer graphics. The �rst approach has consideredfree space movement, contact situations, and methods for modeling an object's surface.Although developed for and tested with the PHANToM device, this approach might beuseful for other devices as well:\While researchers have begun to look at algorithms for generating forces re-sulting from contact with virtual objects : : : , we feel that there is a great needfor a more coherent approach to generating : : : these sensations and modelinginteractions with complex objects. Our interest is in developing a framework inwhich we may represent shape, surface properties, bulk properties and multipleobject interactions. : : : " [23, p. 124]ApplicationsWhether haptic feedback is needed or useful in an application depends to some extendon the application and the available device(s). Until now, it is mainly used in specialapplications with interactions in 3D, like telemanipulation, CAD, or virtual reality. Theseapplications usually need a powerful graphics workstation and special hard- and software,therefore the price for an input device with haptic feedback does not play a central role.This is completely di�erent for everyday applications. Even if good devices and methodswould exist, the remaining question would be: \How much money would an average userspend for this device and method?"Therefore, in the MIAMI project we decided to follow two di�erent approaches: First, theForceJoystick is used for controlling a mobile robot (??). In the second application, theForceMouse is used to support user interactions in any Tcl/Tk application by providinghaptic feedback (??). Both devices are relatively cheap and have been developed withinthe �rst year of MIAMI. The di�erent requirements of both scenarios will be described inmore detail in the following paragraphs.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 734.4.1 Robot navigation with force feedbackThe main intention here is to support the operator during interactive control of theplatform in order to avoid collisions and to simplify the navigation in narrow passages likedoorways. First tests have shown that satisfying results can be achieved only when severalmethods will be combined. Therefore, we started to develop a system which calculates aforce feedback vector based on the following inputs:� a global algorithm calculates boundaries for all the objects in the robot's environ-ment, based on the robot's size and orientation;� local planners consider the robot's direction, orientation, velocity, and input of theoperator;� di�erent rules based on heuristics are applied in di�erent situations, e. g. when therobot passes a doorway.In contrast to several developments directed towards autonomous movement and nav-igation of mobile platforms, our approach has been especially designed for interactiveoperations. The focus has been set to the development of an overall concept for robotnavigation with force feedback realized by the methods described above. The Force-Joystick is used to prove the principle idea, although it is by no means a sophisticateddevice. The main goal is to support the operator as much as possible, therefore we planto integrate other kinds of feedback in later versions of this application, too.4.4.2 Intelligent support of 2D interactions with haptic feed-backUsually, a mouse is used for input activities only, whereas output from the computer issent via the monitor and one or two loudspeakers. But why not use the mouse for output,too? For instance, if it would be possible to predict the next interaction object the userwants to click on, a mouse with a mechanical brake could stop the cursor movement atthe desired position. This kind of aid is especially attractive for small targets like resizehandles of windows or small buttons.The specialized ForceMouse developed within the project's �rst year has simple (andcheap) extensions which provide haptic feedback. With this device, we have carried outsome basic experiments. The results revealed that haptic feedback is useful only if it issupported by an intelligent control mechanism, at least if applied to complex systemslike GUIs. Therefore, we have developed a multi-agent system which analyzes the user'sDI 3 - Progress Report



74 Miami Esprit bra 8579interactions for some time, generates a user- and application speci�c model, and uses thismodel to predict the next interaction. Finally, this knowledge is used to support the cur-rent positioning task by stopping the user's movement. Although primarily designed inorder to provide 'intelligent' haptic feedback, the system can be combined with other out-put modalities as well, due to its modular and exible architecture. The implementationis a plug-and-play solution for any application written in Tcl/Tk [17].The results of the experiments performed in WP2 helped us to identify the drawbacks ofa simple and the requirements of a good controller for the ForceMouse:Reaction time: In order to present the user a consistent and coherent feedback, thedelay between entering a widget and launching the feedback should be minimized.Prediction: The best result regarding the reaction time can be achieved when the nextwidget is known in advance (a priori). Therefore, a prediction mechanism is needed.Adaptability: Every application uses di�erent widgets with respect to size, position,etc., and every user has a di�erent way of interacting with an application. Therefore,the system should not only model the user's behavior with respect to a speci�c GUIbut should also adapt itself, thus increasing its performance and decreasing the errorrate over time.Independence: Although the statistical models are based on a speci�c user's actionsin a speci�c application, the system itself should be usable in combination with anyTcl/Tk application without any changes.Versatility: The system architecture should be modular and exible in order to supportthe integration of other output modalities, too. In addition, the statistical modelmight be used for other purposes as well, for instance for recording macro operationsor generalizing action patterns.The principle idea of our approach is to predict the next user action regarding the usageof widgets in the graphical user interface, i. e. to predict which widget will be used next.In other words:The main task is to predict the next user action in order to launch the hapticfeedback selectively and to adapt this capability over time.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 754.5 Multimodal IntegrationMultimodal integration can be based on an amodal, a transmodal, or a paramodal repre-sentation. Amodal representation involves objects de�ned in terms of internal (physical)properties which have simultaneous inuence on the two (or more) modalities in whichthe object is represented, e. g., a vibrating cord, or a model of the vocal tract. Trans-modal representation applies to objects which intrinsic properties can be converted fromone modality to the other, e. g., moving lips animated from the acoustic speech signal.Paramodal representation suggests that the object has a set of unimodal intrinsic proper-ties independent from one another, except for the time relation that control them, e. g., ajack-pot and its noise.Most of the multimodal systems belong to the third category. In this case, the mainchallenge is to ensure a perfect synchronicity between the modalities so that changesoccur at the same time, whatever the sampling frequency used in each modality may be.In the following sections, �ve applications which have been designed to demonstrate themultimodal integration and the combination of modalities and software packages will bepresented. In addition, you will �nd descriptions of the basic objects de�ned for theseapplications.
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Chapter 5
Navigation
5.1 Navigation in Hyperspace and Cognitive Rep-resentationThe theme of navigation in information space was identi�ed in an early stage of theMIAMI project proposal as an essential point of study. Navigation can be described asa process of movement and orientation, yielding a trajectory that is directed towards agiven goal. However, navigation also appears to be a highly ambiguous concept. Whatis the actual space in which is navigated? Is this a graphically isomorphous and three-dimensional environment? Does the space of the navigation process consist of a two-dimensional graphical screen contents viewed in a sequence? Or should we, alternatively,view the navigation in computer use as a process of cognitive movement through a moreabstract information space, pondering on some topics and wandering over others? Thus,there is a distinction between physical and conceptual navigation. The question withinMIAMI is what happens if the navigation is both physical and more abstract or conceptualat the same time? As an example, as user may have a fuzzy idea (the conceptual level)about the type of video movie which would be interesting to view this evening, and isconfronted with a graphical user interface (the physical level) designed to navigate to theactual best-�tting available material, given the viewer's goal. To what extent is it helpfulto use graphical artefacts to improve the process of navigation under such circumstances?In this section we will deal with the subject on how people build up mental representa-tions of information which they during a hypermedia tour. Thus, we direct our attentionto navigation in an essentially non-geographical environment. The general theme (as ad-dressed in WT 3.5) is 'navigation in information space', but we will focus our attention tothe typical use of World-Wide Web browsers. A typical problem is the fact that users are
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78 Miami Esprit bra 8579'lost in hyperspace' after only a few 'clicks' on hyperlinks. The human short-term memoryis known to hold about 7�2 items [16, 4]. After a few pages, new information is processedat the expense of the information collected earlier. What is even more, is the fact that thecurrent User Goal also requires cognitive space or resources in the short-term memory(STM). It is very likely that the user loses him/herself in futile browsing, forgetting aboutthe actual original goal of the information search action.Typically, humans have tried to solve the problem of limited STM by creating cognitiveartefacts which are persistent and visual, like sketched maps and the graphical symbolsof the alphabet. So, maybe also in 'computer navigation', we may want to compensatethe low capacity of the STM by using visualisation techniques which make the structureof a hypermedia document more explicit and which make navigation easier.One solution to the problem of the visualisation of document structure is introduced byShneiderman [26]. He proposes a number of tree visualisation techniques (Tree-Maps). Bymaking graphical objects in such a tree 'clickable', the static tree image representationturns into a dynamic tool. As Balasubramanian [1] points out,"Graphical browsers help reduce disorientation by providing a two-dimensionalspatial display of the hypertext network. They also help minimize cognitiveoverhead by showing a small part of the network. They also provide an ideaabout the size of the network which help users estimate the number of nodesand links in the system."There are basically two approaches in visualisation:1. The actual provider of the hypermedia document creates the graphical representationof the message structure,2. An algorithm is used to analyse an ordered list of links, i.e., the recent navigationhistory for this user, followed by subsequent automated visualisation.The problem with the second approach is that it is unclear whether it is at all possible toinfer a meaningful, conceptual (semantical) structure from a temporal link-access order.Examples of super�cial automatic visualisation of the hypertext navigation trail are theWebMap program by Peter D�omel [6]. Another experiment is based on a Perl programdeveloped by Paul Harrington, using the automatic 2-D layout system for undirectedgraphs Neato by Stephen North from AT&T.The SGI File System Navigator (fsn) demo program (known from the Jurassic Parkmovie), is another visualisation solution where the hierarchical directory tree structureDI 3 - Progress Report
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Figure 5.1: A screen dump of the three-dimensional �le manager program fsn from SiliconGraphics. The hierarchical structure of the graph is projected in 3D, allowing the user to'y over' the �le system.of a �le system is visualized in 3D (Figure 5.1). Whether this actually helps the userto build up a good mental representation remains to be seen, but fsn certainly gives aninteresting perspective on your own well-know directory tree. Files are 3D blocks, andthe �le attributes are displayed as color size, and icons (the latter on the "roof" of a�le "building"). However, hypermedia structures are not necessarily hierarchical, whichmakes things more complicated. Another example of 3D graph visualisation is by PeterYoung [5]. In this example, the structure concerns the calling tree of a C program, buttheoretically, this 3D approach could be used in visualising WWW neighbourhoods, too.As Young notes (rephrasing): 'One of the biggest problems when using 3D visualisationsin which the user can roam freely is in the viewpoint control and spatial awareness. Onthe one hand, the user must be able to con�dently move from point A to point B inthree-dimensional space. On the other hand, they must also be able to determine theirabsolute position or orientation if they become lost'. As an example, it is very easy in a3D graph to overshoot some nodes, suddenly being faced with a blank wall or panorama,
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Figure 5.2: A three-dimensional graph of a program in C (courtesy Peter Young, Univ. ofDurham/Centre for Software Maintenance, UK).after which one must turn 180 degrees to see the structure again, now from a new angle.The conclusion of this is that if we are already confronted with an information-spacenavigation problem, the adding of three-dimensional navigation may actually deterioratethe navigation process.A second category of graph visualisation is the Venn-diagram. Such a visualisation is onlypossible if there is a strict hierarchical structure (Figure 5.3).The TreeViz idea of Shneiderman belongs to this category. Figure 5.4 gives an example ofTreeViz-type layout, which is e�ectively a rectangular approach to the typical oval-shapedVenn diagrams. As can be seen clearly, such approaches will not su�ce in the case of anetwork topology, such as is required if a hypermedia navigation trail is to be visualised.A number of small-scale studies has been performed to explore the e�ects of visualizing thedirect neighbourhood in a hypermedia document by means of a two-dimensional graph.
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Figure 5.3: A simple tree and its Venn diagram representation.5.1.1 Presentation of a 2D graph of the neighbourhood topol-ogy in hypermedia navigationTwelve subjects took part in the experiment. Their task was to answer six speci�c ques-tions on two hypertexts on two well-known bands ("The Beatles" and "The RollingStones"). The following is a summary of �ndings.� The visual presentation of a graph strongly reduced the number of erroneous pageselections (118 irrelevant pages clicked without graph, 67 error selections if a graphis present).� The total search time is not signi�cantly reduced by the presence of a graph (38s.without graph, 34s. with graph). Apparently the graph interpretation also takesconsiderable time.� The nodes in the graph were not made 'clickable'. This was done on purpose, to keepthe two conditions more comparable. Many subjects tried to click on the nodes inthe graph and did not devote much attention to the graph after �nding out that itDI 3 - Progress Report
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Figure 5.4: A TreeViz representation of a tree structurewas not a navigation tool.These �ndings support the idea that a visible graph as a navigation tool may be useful,although the main advantage cannot be expressed in the form of (reduced) navigationtime. Replications of this experiment with other content topics and other types of graphvisualisation mainly corroborated the �ndings. However, the graphical quality of the graphseemed important. This is di�cult to quantify, but 'visually pleasing graphs' elicited betteruse than duller versions. A problem with the graphs is that they consume a considerableportion of the screen, which is already mainly occupied by the browser surface itself.A second study was performed in which the user was forced at regular intervals to maintaina list of current goals in a text-item window next to the browsing program. In this study, arealistic, large hypermedia document on astronomy (our solar system) was used. Also here,the subjects had to answer speci�c questions concerning the content of the document. Atthe moment of clicking a hyperlink, the user was asked regularly (not each time) to �ll in
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 83a line of text concerning the current search goal. Although this is admittedly an intrusionon the normal ow of interaction, the frequency of this "Goal" dialog was kept low enoughto prevent irritation, and high enough to keep track of the user's activities. The resultsof this experiment are currently being evaluated.
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Chapter 6
Some examples of new 'BuildingBricks' in Multimodal Systems
As a more general description of some of the modules presented in chapter 3 we present anumber of new 'building bricks' developed in the MIAMI project. They vary from deviceoriented to environment oriented:� MDD - the meta-device driver� GESTE - a two-dimensional gesture recognizer� AAS - an audio application server� HARP - a multimodal environment based on cognitive processingThese are just a selection from the much larger list of components which are currentlyunder development.6.1 MDD|uni�ed access to di�erent devicesTheMeta Device Driver (MDD) is a C-library which provides uni�ed access to severalinput devices, some of which also have the capability to generate haptic output. Thissection describes the concept and structure of the MDD. A detailed description of allfunctions provided by the library and an explanation how to use the functions in anapplication and how to extend the MDD in order to include other devices is availableon-line on the WWW.
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86 Miami Esprit bra 85796.1.1 Idea and ConceptEach device driver for a speci�c I/O device provides di�erent functions and features,and the functions use di�erent sets of parameters. Therefore, for every new I/O devicefunctions to access it have to be included in every application using the device. The basicidea of the Meta Device Driver is to provide uni�ed access via a general interface tovarious devices. Nevertheless, most features of the devices should still be accessible, whichmeans to �nd a balance between generality and speci�city.Speci�c device drivers A device driver connects an I/O device to an application andprovides a channel to exchange information in one or both directions. Therefore, a commu-nication protocol with a speci�c coding of commands and parameters will be established.Usually, the application sends a command or request and waits for an acknowledgmentor some values (see �gure 6.1), but some I/O devices also send their values permanently.
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Figure 6.1: Principal structure of a device driverThe obvious advantage of this kind of driver is its speci�city: the driver provides accessto one speci�c device only. Thus, exactly all features of the device are supported and theperformance can be maximized because the communication overhead can be minimized|the driver is the only layer between the device and the application.The Meta Device Driver The Meta Device Driver's job is to provide access tomore than one device via a general interface. It introduces an additional layer between thespeci�c device drivers (SDDs) and the application. On the one hand, theMDD exploits theSDDs' functions for communicating with a speci�c device. On the other hand, it supportsa small number of general access functions to be used by the application. Therefore, thedata transmitted between the devices and the application has to be converted in a generalformat. The principle structure of the MDD is shown in �gure 6.2.The advantage of uni�ed access to several di�erent I/O devices introduces two problems:DI 3 - Progress Report
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menuFigure 6.2: Principal structure of the Meta Device DriverFirst, some of the speci�c features of a device might get lost due to the general functionsprovided by the MDD. This depends strongly on the respective devices and their drivers.Second, the additional layer might introduce an additional time delay in the communi-cation process. Although this is true, the delay is no serious drawback and is for mostapplications fully compensated by the advantage of the general, simple, and consistentinterface1.Architecture of the MDD In order to design a general interface, the speci�c charac-teristics of several I/O devices have been analyzed. Regarding the input space, a supersetis easy to construct using an input space with six dimensions: three translational andthree rotational axes are needed to reach any position in 3D space with any orientation.To simplify the access, these values can either be provided in absolute or relative format.If a device does not provide six degrees of freedom, the missing axis can be disabled by amasking process.The generalization of the output space is signi�cantly more di�cult, because the outputcapabilities of the devices vary much more. Although in this case only input deviceswith output capabilities are considered (i. e., no monitors, no loudspeakers, etc.), thehaptic output is very speci�c to each device. Therefore, three di�erent functions have1In fact, the delay is usually only a few milliseconds, whereas the di�erences in the performance ofthe various devices is much larger, ranging from < 10 to � 100 ms!DI 3 - Progress Report



88 Miami Esprit bra 8579been implemented which allow to provide force vectors in 3D space, \gravitation vectors"in 3D space, and vibrations, resp.Due to the ability of a Meta Device Driver to communicate with several devices,so-called logic ports (LPs) have been introduced2. Thus, an application can open multiplechannels in parallel and communicate with more than one device. The motivation was toprovide a way to change the devices \on the y" and to select the best device at any timeof the interaction process. To emphasize this feature, a composition function has beenrealized which combines two LPs into one. In this case, the application receives valuesfrom two devices without noticing a di�erence.It is also possible to use the mapping function in order to map one axis to another or tocreate a 4D device from two 2D devices on a logical level. The main purpose of mappingis to map the speci�c axes of a device to the internal axes of an application, e. g. if thedisplayed manipulations on a monitor are not consistent with the manipulations of thedevice.After mapping, the values will be processed by a scaling function. Thus, the input valuesof a device can be adapted to the application and the user's needs, e. g. by increasingor decreasing the \speed" of one or more axes. By using negative scaling values, thedirection of an axis will be inverted. Both, the mapping and scaling function, can becalled by the application or via a graphical user interface, the so-called options menu. Itwill be described in the next section.All features of the MDD can be used at once simply by linking the MDD library to anapplication.6.1.2 ImplementationThe Meta Device Driver has been implemented in C, using PVM (see 1.1.5) for interprocess communication and TkPVM (see 1.2.1) to implement the options menu. Thecomplete structure of an application using the MDD library is depicted in �gure 6.3. Thephysical driver which realizes the lowest level of communication are separated processeswhich communicate with their speci�c modules via PVM. The modules are linked tothe MDD, which again is linked to the application, thus providing easy access to severaldevices via general functions.In order to support completely independent modules for the speci�c device drivers (SDDs),function calls from the MDD to the SDDs are mapped via a structure which uses pointersto functions. This concept allows the easy integration of other SDDs by following a simple2An LP is very similar to a �le handle.DI 3 - Progress Report
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Figure 6.3: Structure of an application using the MDDscheme.Procedures and commands In the following, the MDD's interface will be describedbriey.mdd-connect Establishes a connection to a device. The device is connected to phys-ical port portName on host hostName, and a logic port number to be used by theapplication in further steps is returned.If the device is ID COMPOSE, the following two parameters do not specify a portand a host but two logic port numbers which are composed into one.mdd disconnect Cancels the connection.mdd get Absolute input data is received in data, considering the degrees of freedomspeci�ed in mask only. The button state is always returned for all buttons.mdd getDelta Like mdd get, but returns relative values in data.mdd setForceVector Creates a force vector with strength strength. strength must be avalue in the range of 0 to 100, which means 0{100% of the force that the device canapply. The direction of the force vector is speci�ed as translations and rotations indata. If necessary, particular degrees of freedom can be ignored by specifying a mask.mdd setForcePoint Applies a gravitational force with strength strength. strength mustbe a value in the range of 0 to 100, which means 0{100% of the force that the devicecan apply. The center of gravity is speci�ed as translations and rotations in data. Ifnecessary, particular degrees of freedom can be ignored by specifying a mask.
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90 Miami Esprit bra 8579mdd setVibraton Starts a vibration with a period of periodmilliseconds and a durationof duration semi-oscillations. Thus, single impulses can be applied, too. If durationis -1, the vibration is switched on permanently and must be switched o� explicitlyby the application.mdd setForceO� Switches o� all haptic output.mdd setOption Changes the options settings. Several options can be changed with onecall, because the number of arguments to mdd setOption is not �xed. It is importantto notice that the mapping is applied before the scaling, that is scaling is applied tological axes.mdd Options Opens the options menu (see below).mdd OptionsApply Applies the current values of the options menu to the MDD func-tions.mdd OptionsEnd Closes the options menu. Attention: The values are not applied bycalling this function!6.1.3 The options menuThe options menu provides a graphical user interface to the MDD's mapping and scalingfunctions. It has been implemented using TkPVM (1.2.1), which means that the graphicspart is realized with Tcl/Tk (1.1.2), and it is connected to the MDD via socket commu-nication using PVM (1.1.5).Because the options menu is a mere slave process, it can not apply its current settingsand it can not be closed by the user at the interface level. Instead, the values have tobe fetched by the application which is also responsible for closing the menu. A typicalinteraction for changing some settings looks like this (compare to �gure 6.4):1. Open the options menu by calling mdd Options. The current settings will be used toinitialize the display. The logic port number is displayed in the title of the top-levelwindow.2. Adjust the values and the mapping as desired.3. Call mdd OptionsApply in order to apply the values to your application. Rememberthat these settings are valid for the speci�ed logic port only.4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 if necessary.DI 3 - Progress Report
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Figure 6.4: The options menu5. To close the menu, call mdd OptionsEnd. Remember that the values are applied onlyif you call mdd OptionsApply before closing the menu!
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92 Miami Esprit bra 85796.2 GESTE, a simple classi�er for two-dimensional ges-turesThis package or building brick performs a demonstration of basic functions in pen-basedinterfacing, which can be easily extended to a multimodal domain. Its function is cen-tered around classi�cation of the shape of time-bounded trajectories in a plane, such ashandwriting gestures or 2D gestures of non-handwriting origin. Examples are: Mouse,joystick, �nger-tip movement on a touch-sensitive surface or the 2D projection of index�nger gestures in front of a camera).6.2.1 Application examplesThis gesture recognizer can be used to recognize user-de�ned commands, e.g., in a pen-computing setup. Apart from typical editing commands, such as gestures for the Insert,Cut, and Paste commands, which can be found in pen-based operating systems such asWindows for Pen and PenPoint, we have used gestures for executing a function like theGive-Other-Words command to a cursive recognizer: A user writes a cursive word whichis misrecognized. A simple user-de�ned gesture may call up a pop-up list of other wordalternatives, of which one may be clicked by the pen. This immediately replaces thewrong word with the chosen word, and the writer may continue to write the next word.Another example is the possibility to pop up a phone book by drawing a stylized telephone(Exec-Phone-Book), or to dial a number by making a circular spiraling movement (Dial-Selected-Number). Furthermore, as reported earlier (Report 2 of MIAMI), this recognizeris suitable for implementing the Goldberg [9] alphabet, with its unistroke alternatives tothe alphabet of isolated hand-print characters in Western handwriting.6.2.2 How GESTE worksThe gesture recognition method is based on a simple template matching scheme (nearestneighbour) and can be tuned to the user on the basis of the Kohonen LVQ trainingapproach. For simplicity, we will assume the pen as the input device and the origin ofthe XY-coordinates in the sequel. An essential assumption for the GESTE classi�er isthat the user produces a single curved trajectory. The shape of the trajectory must besu�ciently close to an idealized representation for this class of gestures, and must at thesame time be su�ciently far away from the other gesture classes which are in use in thesystem. Also, the gesture trajectory must be clearly bounded in time, and be separablefrom the stream of ongoing movement. In fact, we assume a box-car multiplication of aDI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 93limited-duration window with the continuous signal of user-induced movement. In the caseof the pen, this is usually realised in the form of an axial switch in the stylus. In the caseof pen input, the user separates the 'serious' part of the movement from 'non-relevant'movement before and after the gesture by putting the pen on the writing surface, andactivating the internal switch. Thus, what actually happens is that the movement is (a)recorded in the X and Y directions, using a digital approximation of a continuous signal,and (b) in the force domain (F), using a binary signal (0/1). The force signal thus deliversthe box-car function to select a movement sequence of relevance. In other input devicesthan the pen, a similar segmentation must take place. If no third dimension is available(only X and Y), simple movement lemmas must be de�ned to identify the time of startand time of ending of a gesture. A simple convention is the use of a pause in the movementbefore and after the gesture. Additional certainty concerning the occurrence of a gesturein a continuous stream of movement can be derived from the explicit de�nition of zones inthe user interface surface (or volume) where gestures are allowed. Theoretically, Markovmodeling could have been used to monitor a stream of on-going movements and �ringa symbol when a reliable sequence is detected. In the current simple approach howeverwe put the segmentation responsibility in the hand of the user. In the case of the pen,as stated before, this segmentation is rather straightforward. Gestures and Blockprintare assumed to be single-pendown traces (sometimes called unistrokes). Thus, writinga capital E with its intermittent pen-up movements is not handled by GESTE unlessa post processor classi�es/parses the stream of recognized basic unistrokes (which arestraight lines in the example of the E). A precursor of the GESTE recognizer has beenused successfully in a demonstration program PenBlock.6.2.3 AssumptionsIf movement patterns are well trained, we may assume the presence of what is called a'motor program' [3]. There are representations in the brain, which catch some invariantproperties of the pattern. Notably, points of high curvature in the trajectory are assumedto be important in this respect. The trajectory between two points of high curvature iscalled a 'velocity-based (VB) stroke3'. Several replications of the same movement patternshare enough shape details in common, such that the average time function of severaltime-normalized replications of the movement will contain the essential shape, providedthat the movement pattern does not consist of too many strokes [24]. This principle isknown as 'the homothetic assumption' [28]. In GESTE we assume a (soft) maximum ofsix VB strokes. Due to these assumptions, the classi�cation of the gestures works best if3Not to be confounded with the unistroke, which is a pen-down stream of coordinates
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94 Miami Esprit bra 8579the starting and ending points are of low velocity, which is reasonable.6.2.4 Processing of a 2D gestureGiven an XY trajectory in time, typically sampled with a minimum sampling rate of 100Hz, the following processing steps are followed.� The bounding box of the gesture is calculated in the coordinate system of the inputdevice, for later use in the application, such as relating the gesture to objects on theinterface surface.� We heuristically de�ne �ve sample points per stroke to be su�cient. With �ve samplesper VB stroke, handwriting is still very well legible, whereas this quickly deterioratesfor smaller numbers of points. Assuming that the maximum number of VB strokes isabout six, we choose a number of points equal to 30, for a whole gesture. The totallength � of the trajectory is calculated and the trajectory is - spatially equidistant -resampled, using d = �=30.� The center of gravity O = (�x; �y is calculated. The standard deviation of the radiusr with respect to O of all samples is calculated (�r). Then the X- and Y axis areuniformly rescaled such that standard deviation of the radius equals one (�0r = 1).This operation leaves the aspect ratio of the gesture intact and is more stable thannormalisation on the basis of the bounding box. We now have for this gesture a60-dimensional feature vector containing the spatially resampled X and Y with anormalized scale.� The last step concerns an extension of this gesture feature vector with the run-ning angle of the trajectory in the form of 30-1=29 pairs of (cos(�); sin(�)) val-ues. These can be calculated as (�x=d;�y=d) without using trigonometric functions,where �x = xk � xk�1, and d is the sampling increment (see above).We now have obtained a gesture feature vector with 118 real-valued features:~f = (x0; y0; :::; x29; y29; cos(�1); sin(�1); :::; cos(�29); sin(�29))Consequently, we may now search the nearest neighbour to ~f in a table ~Gi containing theprototypes of the gesture classes. For this, GESTE uses the simple unweighted Euclideandistance. A list of gesture hypotheses is returned, in order of increasing distance, i.e, inorder of decreasing likelihood. DI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 956.2.5 TrainingThe major advantage of the simple approach of GESTE is that a user may de�ne his/herown gestures, in an on-line fashion. A new gesture class is de�ned by adding its featurevector directly as a new entry to the table ~Gi. Improving the representation of an existinggesture is done by the Kohonen LVQ scheme, in which the feature vector e�ectively is arunning average: gij(k) = �fj + (1� �)gij(k � 1)i.e., the value gij(k) of feature j of gesture i at training occasion k is a weighted sum offeature j of a new gesture sample and the previous value of that feature, gij(k � 1), ontraining occasion k � 1. Here, � is the learning rate, which has a typical value of 0.05.6.2.6 The current stateCurrently GESTE is under development. As described in 3, this module receives the XYcoordinates via PVM, and sends the recognition results to the application who needs it.For this to succeed, GESTE needs the concept of focus, i.e., the application must notifyGESTE which MIAMI PVM module currently has the focus, and needs the results of thegesture classi�cation.
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Figure 6.5: A screen dump of the GESTE module with a number of experimental gestures.
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 976.3 AAS - An Audio Application Server for multi-media applicationsComplex multimedia applications have special requirements for the auditory modality.Several agents in a multimedia environment might generate sounds or sound events atthe same time. All di�erent audio streams have to be added and sent to the hardwarespeci�c driver for the audio output. Some operating systems like SUNOS do not allowsuch applications. If one application has allocated the audio output device, all otherapplications have to wait until the current client has �nished its audio task. This problemdoes not exist for Silicon graphics workstation. Multiple applications may open individualports to the driver of the audio device. The signals of the di�erent applications are eitheradded by software or by designated DSP-hardware. The output parameters like samplingrate and gain can only be set for the whole audio output, not for each stream individually.Current libraries and concepts for audio output also do not make any use of simple stereomixing techniques or more sophisticated sound spatialization techniques. The human au-ditory system is able perceive sound sources from any direction around the head. This isvery important in daily life, as it allows to discriminate di�erent concurrently active soundsources and to direct the attention to one of the sources located at di�erent positions inspace (Cocktail-party e�ect) (to be used in videoconferencing). The location of a sourcealso can be used to improve the orientation of the user. A simple example in multimediaapplications might be the mailbox. If an e-mail arrives, current interfaces will play thesound of a beep over the loudspeaker. The user does not get any information about thecontent and the position of this application at the two dimensional screen. The noise ofa letter falling in a mailbox perceived at the position of the graphical mailbox icon willreduce the time and e�ort to �nd the desired information.Another disadvantage of current audio realizations is, that the audio application has torun on the host, which is generating the audio output. In portable transparent windowssystems like X-11 the graphical output of any application can be displayed on any othermachine, which has an X-server installed. The X-Windows manager, which handles alloperations like the movement of windows can run on a di�erent machine in the network.The output of each application is hardware independent. An audio server should add thesame functionality to audio applications as an X-Windows systems does.For multimedia applications synchronization with other modalities is important. Some ofthe current implementation only allow to synchronize di�erent audio streams like sampledaudio data and MIDI streams (on SGI).The experimental Network Audio System [7] has some of the requirements implemented,
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98 Miami Esprit bra 8579but does not use 3D-sound. Synchronization mechanisms are not implemented yet.The following sections will present the concept and the implementation of the Audio Ap-plication Server developed for the MIAMI-project. This server meets all the requirementsmentioned above.6.3.1 ConceptThe Audio Application Server consists of three types of modules. The Audio ResourceManager, the input (ADC) and output server (DAC) and modules, which perform varioussignal processing operations. Applications which want to transmit audio data, send amessage to the Audio Manager and request for a port to send their data to. If ports areavailable, the manager replies the address of the port to the client and an identi�cationnumber, which will be used for referencing this audio stream, if parameters are modi�edin the future. Then the manager starts subtasks like the �lters for the spatialization. Ifan audio output server on the desired host exists, the output channels of the �lters areconnected to the input of the output server, otherwise a new server is started �rst. Ifa client wants to change the parameters of the audio stream, e.g. direction, it sends amessage to the manager, consisting of the command (change direction), parameters forthe direction (elevation, azimuth) and the IDThe manager selects the new �lter coe�cients for the desired directions from the HRIR-catalogue and sends these coe�cients to the �lter tasks for this stream. If the applicationdoes not need the audio port any longer, a disconnect command will be sent to themanager and the tasks of this stream are disconnected from the audio output server andkilled.6.3.2 ImplementationAudio Resource Manager The Audio Resource Manager is a task starting all tasksand managing the links between each of this audio tasks. It also administrates the databasewith sounds (collisions, earcons, auditory icons) and the database with �lter coe�cientsfor the spatialisation of sounds.Auditory subtasks There are several auditory subtasks like tasks like sources, sig-nal processing tasks and output modules. The following tables give an overview of theimplemented subtasks. This tasks allow to modify the properties of each audio streamindependently. The gain of each channel can be changed and simple waveforms are gener-ated online by software generators. Also sound �les can be played. Currently a databaseDI 3 - Progress Report
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Figure 6.6: Structure of the Audio Application Server. Audio data stored in an integer�le are read from the InputInt tasks transmitted to the FIR-�lter via a Node and sent tothe audio output server DAC
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100 Miami Esprit bra 8579with simple auditory icons and another database with collision sounds can be accessed bythe applications.InputFloat reading digital audio�le (oat data)InputInt reading digital audio�le (integer data)InputShort reading digital audio�le (short integer data)Table 6.1: Input objects of AAS
Pulse generating a pulse-functionRectangle generating a rectangle-functionSawtooth generating a sawtooth-functionSine generating a sine-functionNoise generating white noiseTable 6.2: Generator objects of AAS

adder output is the sum of all input channelsfader cos2 -fading on one channel�r �lter (�nite impulse response �lter) for one channeliir �lter (in�nite impulse response �lter) for one channelgaincontrol sets gain for one channelmultiplier output is the product of the input channelsnode sends the data from the input to multiple receiversTable 6.3: Signal processing objects of AAS
Communication between subtasks All tasks mentioned above send or receive theirdata using pvm ostream or pvm istream. These functions are based on the message passingconcept of PVM3. Each process is identi�ed by a unique task identi�cation number (taskID, TID). The sending process sends data to receiver, referenced by the TID. The receiverwaits for messages of the sender with its TID. The processes may run on any machinein the PVM3-network. A pvm ostream sends a package with audio data to a receivingsubtask and pauses until the receiving tasks has started to process the data and sent anDI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 101acknowledge signal to the sender. This mechanism prevents to overrun the receiver withmore data, which can be processed in time and allows a good balance of memory andprocessing power. Of course 'underruns' (no data available in the moment) due to problemsof the network or overload of the CPU cannot be handled with such a mechanism. Thelength of a package is critical. Small packages allow a low latency of the system, but arevery sensitive to problems during the transportation and cause a high overhead for packingand unpacking the data. Long packages reduce this overhead and make the system lesssensitive to transportation problems but cause a high latency. Also synchronization withother modalities is a�ected, if the sampling or update rate is shorter than the durationof one package. In the current implementation each packages has a length of 20 or 40 ms,allowing update rates of 25 or 50 Hz.
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Figure 6.7: Message passing and inter-task synchronization

Spatialization The spatialization is realized by simulating the linear distortions, whichchange an acoustical signal transmitted from any position in space and received by theeardrum in the ear canal. The most important parameter are the interaural level dif-ferences, the interaural time di�erences and spectral changes for each ear signal. Thesee�ects are caused by shadowing and di�raction e�ects of the human body, the shoul-der, the head and resonances in the pinna. The head-related impulse responses (HRIR)or head-related transfer function (HRTF) is one way for representing this characteris-tics. For the spatialization of a signal, each incoming sample has to be convolved withthe impulse response of the desired direction. For a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz usually a�lter-length of 60 to 70 coe�cients is necessary. This demands for a a lot of computa-tional power, which can be quanti�ed by the convolution rate (CR). (Convolution rate =sample rate�number of output channels�size of filter). Reducing the sampling rate to22.05 kHz also allows to downsample the head-related impulse response by the factor 2.
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102 Miami Esprit bra 8579This leads to reduced CR, which is a quarter of the CR for 44.1 kHz. A further reductionof the number of coe�cients might be achieved, if psychoacoustical properties are used todesign more e�cient �lters [11].Input and Output Server The main part of the audio input and output server is ahardware independent function. This part handles the communication with other audiomodules and the addition of the audio data from di�erent sources. Each time a packageis received, the data are converted to the correct format (usually 16-bit Integer). Forstereo output the data of the left and right channel are stored in interleaved order in asingle bu�er. The data are copied to the bu�er of the hardware driver and the process ispaused. The hardware reads the samples from this bu�er and sends them to the digital-analog converter. If the number of samples, which have to read from the bu�er reachesa 'low water mark', an interrupt is sent to wake up the server process and to start thereception of data and a re�ll of the the bu�er again. For stereo input the interleaved dataare separated and transmitted on di�erent paths. The server calls low level functions toinitialize the audio hardware, setting gain, sampling rate and the number of channels andto send or receive data from the hardware. These low level function call the hardwaredependent functions. This approach allows to design the library for the intermediate levelseparately and adapt the server for any other architecture with little e�ort and risks, asthe code for the server does not contain any hardware speci�c commands.Synchronization Multimedia application also demand for the synchronization of mul-tiple modalities. As audio has the highest sampling rate and the highest priority, the audiohardware will synchronize the other modalities. All tasks which have to be synchronizedhave to become a member of a PVM3-group (sync-group). Always when a package in theaudio output server is processed, the current frame number is incremented. This framenumber is then broadcasted to all other tasks of the sync-group.6.3.3 SummaryThe Audio Application Server (AAS) provides mechanisms and methods for transferringaudio data between applications and multimedia terminals in networks. The routing isdone automatically. Various outputs from di�erent machines can be sent to the same out-put. Simple 3D-sound spatialization techniques are implemented. Distributed processingof complex audio signal processing chains can be performed using the processing power ofthe network instead of special DSP-hardware. AAS also takes advantage of multiprocessorplatforms as independent task are exchanging data. Direct audio input from one machine
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 103can be easily connected to audio output of another host. The Audio Application Server isdesigned for synchronizing other modalities with a resolution of 25 or 50 Hz. Applicationfor the AAS range from videoconferencing (multiple inputs, each speaker at a di�erentposition in 'auditive' space ) to the auditive presentation of non acoustical informationby the means of earcons and auditory icons.
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OutputFloat writing digital audio�le (oat data)OutputShort writing digital audio�le (short integer data)Table 6.4: Output objects of AAS
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 1056.4 The HARP Multimodal EnvironmentHARP is a multimodal environment designed for music, art, and entertainment appli-cations which has been successfully applied in a number of real applications (Camurri1996). The overall system architecture, sketched in Figure 6.4, is a distributed networkof agents. The system is similar in some aspects to Cypher [22], TouringMachines [13],M [21], and NetNeg (Goldman et al. 1995). From a cognitive viewpoint, the system isstructured in a long-term memory (LTM), the permanent, "encyclopedic" storage of gen-eral knowledge, and in a short-term memory (STM), the actual "context" regarding thestate of the a�airs of the world and the problems currently faced. Both LTM and STMare composed by symbolic and subsymbolic components, to face the di�erent structureand nature of the domain knowledge. Following the scheme depicted in Figure 6.4a, wecan make a distinction between the following basic building blocks that constitute theHARP architecture:� Input Mapping: A group of agents able to receive signals from sensors and mapthem into perceptual spaces (e.g., a self-organizing map which classi�es movementtrajectories or sound signals).� Output Mapping: A group of agents that manages the results coming from the cog-nitive processing agents, typically high-level parameters (e.g., the space of the "emo-tional" parameters for controlling the expression of an arti�cial face or the high-leveltimbral spaces of a section of a composition).� Cognitive Processing: Two kinds of activity cooperate: (i) Subsymbolic agents per-form subsymbolic planning and reasoning; (ii) Symbolic reasoning, which can onlyperform symbolic inference and planning in the symbolic database.� Symbolic Database: it is a high-level, symbolic representation of the domain space(s)(e.g., music composition and performance spaces, movement and gesture spaces).It consists of (i) a symbolic knowledge representation language to serve as an in-terlingua for agents, and (ii) includes the ontology de�ning the terms used in thecommunication among agents (the symbolic LTM). It also includes a STM whererelevant events, situations, objects, and related features are added during a worksession. Agents are responsible to update such short-term DB, and can be triggeredaccording to particular events occurred.Another viewpoint of the HARP agents architecture is shown in Figure 6.4b, where thedistinction between the two types of agents in HARP (experts and icons) is put intoDI 3 - Progress Report



106 Miami Esprit bra 8579evidence. As described in more detail in the next sections, experts are active, autonomous,skilled in a sub-set of the domain; icons are passive, providing to experts the access to(models of) the external world. The Symbolic Language The symbolic language allows torepresent and manipulate the symbolic LTM and STM. The symbolic LTM consists oftwo components:1. a terminological component appropriate for de�ning terms and for describing con-cepts and the taxonomic relationships between them. An inheritance semantic net-work formalism (Woods and Schmolze 1992) has been extended to represent andreason on time, actions and plans, and encompasses the possibility of using �rst-order axioms to extend its expressiveness.2. an assertional component to represent factual long-term knowledge on the domain,based on �rst order logic. For example, the opening phrase of a well-known piece,say, Beethoven's �fth, is an assertional constant which can be considered part ofthe LTM. The assertional component can include factual generalizations expressedas �rst-order axioms (e.g. by means of quanti�ed implications): for example, in themuseal or theatrical scenario "all the moving objects on stage are humans".
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108 Miami Esprit bra 8579The symbolic STM contains information concerning the speci�c events represented in itssubsymbolic counterpart (e.g. sensory input). In other words, the STM symbolic compo-nent represents a single context of the actions represented in the subsymbolic component:it is a one-to-one symbolic representation of the entities and of the events in the subsym-bolic component. The Ontology The symbolic level includes an ontology, i.e. the basicdictionary of the terms known and used by agents. Here, the concepts and axioms areintroduced, which describe the basic ontological assumptions in our system. We do notassume the ontology we developed to be de�nitive or complete: it can be updated andmodi�ed according to possible new requirements of the domain. The concepts action andsituation subsume all concepts that represent entities characterized by a duration or bya temporal location. Actions are the emerging representation in the symbolic database ofexpert agents; situations represent states of the world in which there are no signi�cantchanges, and are the emerging representation in the symbolic database of icon agents(see Figure 6.4b). The sub-concepts compound situation and compound action describesituations and actions which can be decomposed in terms of sub-parts, which are, in turn,situations and action, respectively. Roughly, this corresponds to agent societies in ourmodel. An action produces some kind of change in the world: for this concept, the rolesinitial situation, intermediate situation and �nal situation are de�ned. For each action,the �ller of initial situation is the state of the domain before the action is performed, whilethe �ller of �nal situation corresponds to the state of the domain after the action is per-formed. The �llers of intermediate situation correspond to signi�cant situations holdingtrue during the performance of actions. While a generic action is, in general, simulativeor a mere execution (evolutionary), a purposeful action is an action characterized by agoal to be reached. The main di�erence between evolutionary and purposeful actions ismirrored by their inner agent structure: in the former case they are simple simulationsor executions, in the latter case they can be characterized by planning capabilities toachieve the goal. The ontology here described has been further specialized for the devel-oped system applications, with respect to gesture classi�cation and music representation.Gesture taxonomies like those reviewed in [19][25] could be included in this ontology assub-taxonomies starting from the concept situation.6.4.1 The Subsymbolic ComponentsThe STM symbolic knowledge base (KB) is linked one-to-one to the STM subsymbolicrepresentation, which can either be connected to the world itself by sensors/actuators orto a mental model of the world. The LTM and STM subsymbolic components consist of anetwork of cooperative agents in the sense of (Steels 1994). In the subsymbolic level, agents
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 109are concurrent applications in an object- oriented environment, each linked to terms inthe symbolic components (see the HARP overall architecture sketched in Figure 6.4b).6.4.2 HARP Agents: Experts, Icons, and Symbolic AgentsIn HARP we distinguish between expert agents, icon agents, and symbolic agents (seeFigure 6.4). An expert agent is skilled in a sub-set of the domain, in a given task, and istherefore capable to perform its task with a certain degree of autonomy and robustness.Icon agents embed representations of the external world or of mental models: therefore,icons provide sensors and e�ectors to experts. Icons encompass two aspects: �rstly, dia-grammatic or pictorial descriptions of situations (Chandrasekaran et al. 1993). These canbe geometrical metaphors of a di�erent domain: for example, several contemporary musicnotations used by composers (e.g. Kagel, Bussotti, Berio, Ligeti) are based on such kindof metaphors. The second aspect covered by icons is that they act as dynamic systems, asmetaphors for reasoning on actions and plans. Landscapes of energy and models based onforce �elds are simple cases considered in this paper. We can see this kind of representationas an enrichment of the previous one, since it includes dynamics, force, and time coordi-nates within diagrammatic representations. Di�erent experts that can perform navigationalgorithms on N-dimensional maps have been de�ned in the subsymbolic component ofthe LTM. Force �elds can be built by learning processes, as in the case of Leman's TCADattractor dynamics system (Leman 1994) based on arti�cial neural networks. Expert andicon agents are formed by the following parts (Figure 6.4b):� a body (the subsymbolic internal component of the agent, embedding its skill or theicon's internal representation);� a (typically fast) communication channel for exchanging subsymbolic data amongagents;� pre- and post- codes, that embed all the communication between the agent and thesymbolic database;� a symbolic entity in the ontology in the symbolic database representing itself (theagent): an expert corresponds to a concept derived by action, an icon to a conceptderived by situation. An agent is capable to signal possible intermediate situationsoccurred during its execution: this information can be used to cause the (de)activationof other agents.A new instance of an agent can be generated by a new assertion of its symbolic entity inthe database. The de�nitions of agents are resident in the LTM. To activate agents, theyDI 3 - Progress Report



110 Miami Esprit bra 8579must �rstly be instantiated in the subsymbolic STM. Therefore, subsymbolic activity canonly be carried out in the STM, i.e. in a completed context. The context can includethe sonological level of music objects, as acquired by a model of the auditory system,instances of the transformation processes on such objects possibly depending on humanmovement/dance patterns. In a theatrical, "generalized choreography" model, the con-text can also include the agent internal representation and the three-dimensional world,possibly acquired by consulting its sensory input. Symbolic experts can operate solely onthe symbolic database, i.e., perform internal cognitive processing. Symbolic icons play therole of recognizers: their task is to recognize particular world situations in the form theyemerge in the symbolic database, and which may cause the (de)activation of some subsym-bolic agents. HARP agents are supervised by the context manager, a module which takescare of activating/stopping agents and manages the symbolic-subsymbolic communica-tion. Recognizers are scheduled according two main types of events: (i) the symbolic clock(low rate, see �gure 1b), (ii) an event signaled by an expert. If any recognizer instantiatesa new situation assertion, then the pre- codes will be executed to verify possible new �ringof agents. Agents can cooperate in groups or societies to reach a common task: societiestherefore act as a single compound entity, and this is reected in the symbolic level, wheresocieties are linked to a unique term (compound action and compound situation). For ex-ample, the agent acting as a Cicerone in a museum is formed in its turn by a number ofagents for navigation, observation of the environment, multimodal user interaction. Boththe Cicerone agent and all its sub-agents have symbolic counterparts. The generation andactivation of a network of agents produces an execution, which consists of measurementsand actions in the real environment, e.g., the external world, music and gesture spaces, avirtual computer-animated world, etc.Symbolic vs. Subsymbolic ReasoningThe activity of experts and icons can be interpreted as a reasoning mechanism comple-mentary to typical symbolic deductive systems: for example, navigation in a force �eldcan substitute decision processes which would otherwise be di�cult to model symbolically(e.g. with axioms or rules). The symbolic reasoning di�ers from subsymbolic reasoningin several aspects: (i) time granularity: subsymbolic reasoning is expected to react inreal-time, since it has to follow and manipulate the ow of signals which usually requirestrict time constraints. Symbolic reasoning is usually expected to intervene at a muchhigher time granularity (seconds vs. milliseconds). For example, during the tracking ofhuman movement, we might have a set of agents for input signal classi�cation based onself-organizing networks. When a gesture is recognized then this is a "signi�cant" instantfor the symbolic level, a new instance of that gesture is added in the symbolic database,and this might cause the activation of symbolic agents which, for example, might try to
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 111better classify that gesture, i.e., understand more deeply its meaning according to thecurrent context and the historical data; (ii) the symbolic reasoning is carried out in bothLTM and STM. In contrast, subsymbolic reasoning can only happen in a fully instantiatedcontext, i.e., in the STM.The context manager supervises and schedules the communication between agents: ex-perts and icons are instantiated and connected to each other by the context manager,according to the speci�c context and the particular action/plan to be performed. Thecontext manager de�nes and updates a set of input and output communication links foreach expert and icon in the current context, complying with constraints in the symbolicmemory (e.g. the topology of the semantic network and the current STM contents). Thesubsymbolic memory is therefore built and kept aligned with the symbolic memory duringexecution. Signi�cantly, the context manager is able to manage and control the executionof hierarchical actions, i.e., actions recursively expanded into subactions by means of partof (or aggregate) relations, connected to input/output situations in hierarchies (in termsof both IS-A and part-of links). This corresponds to agent societies.These basic HARP mechanisms are further explained in other chapters in the frameworkof the real world applications HARP/Vscope, HARP/DanceWeb, Theatrica/Museal Ma-chine, and SoundCage. Implementation Issues HARP is written in C++ (Microsoft Visual)and Quintus Prolog, and run under Windows 95 and NT. Expert and icon agents commu-nicate locally via OLE Automation. A Unix/Windows sockets library has been developedto connect agents running on remote Unix or Windows workstations. The Gateway mod-ule allows the communication with PVM agents. HARP applications can be developedand tested incrementally: for example, experts and icons can be developed and tested asstand-alone Windows applications: a few code constraints on their I/O must be followedto allow the HARP Agent Wizard module to automatically transform them into speci�cexperts and icons integrated in a HARP KB. A work in progress regards the transforma-tion of HARP into a software library, so that users can freely utilize the services of HARPfrom their applications.
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Chapter 7
The Demonstrators
This chapter describes the current status of the work done on the implementation ofboth demonstrators in the MIAMI project: the symbolic demonstrator and the analogicaldemonstrator. Both demonstrators address the two major types of human-computer inter-action, i.e., the handling of discrete, symbolical information, vs the handling of continuous'physical' signals.7.1 The Symbolic DemonstratorThis text describes the decisions made so far regarding the symbolic demonstrator of WP4. At �rst, the contents of the Technical Annex will be outlined for your convenience,which shows the original design of this demonstrator:WT 4.1.1ObjectiveThe adaptation of the general system architecture developed in WP 3 to the one used insymbolic demonstrator.Approach� Design of a graphics module for "Information City"� Design of an information module for "Information City"� Design of an output interface for navigation support and guidanceWT 4.1.2 Hardware adaptation
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114 Miami Esprit bra 8579ObjectiveThe adaptation of the hardware used by each partner in its domain for the symbolicdemonstrator.Approach� Speci�cation of minimum hardware requirements� Provision of common software tools� Ensuring for compatibilityWT 4.1.3 Software adaptationObjectiveTo adapt and extend software used by each partner in WP 3 for symbolic demonstrator.Approach� Integration of speci�c software modules into one demonstrator� Demonstrating of a prototype multimodal navigation through an "Information City"�Deliverable 5 Symbolic DemonstratorTechnical description The Symbolic Demonstrator has been chosen to show the bene�tsof multimodal integration in the context of information search and selection. The completescenario consists of a "Information City" metaphore in which the user can navigate andinteract with the system. The City metaphore maps information resources into a well-known city space with libraries, cinemas, casinos, etc. Due to the limitations in the availablehardware when the trial implementation was done, the current implementation is restrictedto the jackpot machine model around which one can navigate and perform selection ofspeci�c items with reasonable interaction speed. This is about the biggest model withwhich such interaction is possible currently. The extension to full model will be provided atlater stage since more powerful hardware is now available. The demonstration will illustrate:� Speed of the model operation� Navigation and information selectionThe exact form of the demonstration, an integrated installation of software and hardware,can only be described in more detail after the second year.Form of presentationDemonstration of \E�cient Interaction and Manipulation ThroughInformation Space Using Multimodality, Geometry and Time" to the Commission and thePublic at a Workshop in combination with a review meetingDI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 115The demonstrator which will �nally be presented will di�er in the more complete imple-mentation since suitable hardware will now become available.7.1.1 Main features of the symbolic demonstrator� The demonstrator will mainly consist of the Information City model� It will include sound, visual and various input device modules7.1.2 Contribution of the partnersSoftware and hardware which is already available or will be available in the near futurewill be used in this demonstrator:Partner/TMM Input Output GeneralRIIT (11) partial (available) and fullmodel (not yet available) integration module TkPVMNICI (6) pen software (not yetavailable) | TkPVMDIST (6) | sound generation concepts for amultiagentarchitectureICP (4) audio components talking/animated lips/face |RUB (3.5) | audio stream support PVM streams& supportTable 7.1: The partners' contribution to the analogical demonstrator (TMM = Total ManMonth)
7.2 The Analogical DemonstratorIn this section, we will describe the basic concepts and features of the analogical demon-strator of WP 4. At �rst, the contents of the technical annex will be repeated for yourconvenience. Then, the control concept, the system architecture, and the di�erent opera-tion modes of the multimodal robot control station will be described. Finally, the partners'contributions to the analogical demonstrator will be presented.
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116 Miami Esprit bra 85797.2.1 Technical descriptionWT 4.2.1 Adaptation of architectureObjectiveThe adaptation of the general system architecture developed in WP 3 to a concrete onewhich can be used as a basis for the implementation of the analogical demonstrator.Approach� Designing the man-machine interface for a teleoperation station using several inputand output channels� Selecting the hardware for input and output of data and actions, taking into consid-eration the results of the experiments of WP 2� Developing data models, structures, and types for the implementation of the demon-stratorWT 4.2.2 Hardware adaptationObjectiveThe adaptation of the hardware used by each partner in their respective domains and usedduring WP 3 in this project to the analogical demonstrator.Approach� Integration of several hardware modules used for the bimodal experiments in WP 2� Integration of di�erent hardware modules used in the respective domains of each part-nerWT 4.2.3 Software adaptationObjectiveThe adaptation of the software used by each partner in their respective domains and thesoftware developed during WP 3 in this project to the analogical demonstrator.Approach� Integration of several software modules and libraries into one demonstration system� Realization of a prototype to demonstrate the advantages of a multimodal approachin teleoperation systems
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Esprit bra 8579 Miami 117Deliverable 6 Analogical DemonstratorTechnical description The Analogical Demonstrator has been chosen to show the ben-e�ts of multimodal integration in the context of object interaction and manipulation. Thescenario consists of a teleoperation station in which the advantages of using more than onemode for the interaction with the system can be seen very clearly. The demonstration willcover among other things:� Manipulation of virtual and real objects: multimodal expression and sound/musicoutput in a virtual humanoid� Telemanipulation and mobile robot guidance: development of a vocabulary of basicmovements executable by a mobile robot, its integration with sound/music and facialoutputs, and its use in a real contextThe exact form of the demonstration, an integrated installation of software and hardware,can only be described in more detail after the second year.Form of presentationDemonstration of \E�cient Interaction and Manipulation ThroughInformation Space Using Multimodality, Geometry and Time" to the Commission and thePublic at a Workshop in combination with a review meetingFor practical reasons, the demonstrator which will �nally be presented will slightly di�erfrom this description. The �nal setup will partly be build of integrated parts which arealready available (see 6) or will be available in the near future in order to achieve the �nalgoal of an integrated demonstrator.7.2.2 Multimodal robot controlThe control of a mobile vehicle (or robot) with advanced multimodal methods and so-phisticated I/O devices is both, very attractive and useful. Take, e. g., the mobile plat-form Priamos which is currently under development at the University of Karlsruhe. Itis equipped with a multisensor system including 24 ultrasonic sensors, an active visionsystem (Kastor), structured light, and a laser scanner.Control conceptIts control concept follows the \shared autonomy" approach (see [12]), i. e. the robotreceives its programs and data from a supervisory station and carries out its tasks au-tonomously. If an unforeseen event occurs, the robot asks the human operator for assis-tance. In addition, the operator can take over control at any time. Supervision of theDI 3 - Progress Report



118 Miami Esprit bra 8579robot's tasks is performed with the sensory data sent to the operator and a simulationmodel which runs in parallel to or some time ahead of the real execution.System architectureThese two components|a (teleoperated) mobile robot and a multimodal supervisoryand control station|will be the 'heart' of the analogical demonstrator. For supervisionand control of the mobile robot as well as the vision system, several di�erent input de-vices/modalities which can be switched \on the y" will be supported by using theMetaDevice Driver for data input (see 6.1). In order to provide su�cient feedback, sev-eral di�erent output modalities will be supported by the system, e. g. force feedback withthe ForceJoystick, acoustical feedback generated through the Audio ApplicationServer (see 3.5), and a talking face for direct communication to the operator (ICP-FACE-ANIM, see 3.6).The overall architecture for the supervision/control system will be developed based onthe scheme depicted in �g. 7.1. It will have an input and an output layer, and severalcomponents will be realized as independent modules communicating via PVM, thus real-izing some kind of multi agent architecture. This will make the cooperation between andthe integration of the di�erent modules supporting di�erent modalities much easier.
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Figure 7.1: MultiAgent architecture (schematically)
Operation modesIn the �nal version of the analogical demonstrator, three di�erent operation \modes" willbe available: DI 3 - Progress Report



Esprit bra 8579 Miami 119Teleoperation mode Teleoperation of a mobile robot (as described above).Error mode A mode in which intensive interaction is needed due to the robot's limitedcapabilities in unforeseen situations.Simulation mode As no real manipulator is available on the mobile robot, a simulationwith a combination of the mobile robot and a manipulator on-board can be used todemonstrate more features and especially interactions with other objects.7.2.3 Partners' contributionSoftware and hardware which is already available or will be available in the near futurewill be used in this demonstrator. In the following, the contribution of each partner withrespect to the input modalities, output modalities, and general stu� is listed.UKA (14 man month)Input 6D mouse, ForceMouse, ForceJoystick, other input devices, ul-trasonic sensors, vision system, laser scannerOutput Simulation of two mobile robots (Priamos andMortimer) in Open-Inventor (see 1.1.4), shutter glassesGeneral MDD (see 6.1), Priamos, Mortimer, KastorNICI (6 man month)Input Pen, GESTE (see 6.2)Output |General TkPVM (see 1.2.1)DIST (5 man month)Input ExoskeletonOutput Manipulator simulation (in OpenInventor)General Concepts for a multiagent architecture, EXO (see 3.8)
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120 Miami Esprit bra 8579ICP (4 man month)Input Lip reading, speech recognitionOutput ICP-FACE-ANIM (see 3.6)General |RUB (3.5 man month)Input Head tracker, microphoneOutput \sound" (earcons, soni�cation, spatialization), loudspeaker, headphonesGeneral AAS (see 3.5), pvm streams
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